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HELM: Hierarchical Environment for Linear Modeling

Chapter 1: Research Overview

1.1 Motivation

The use of models to assist in decision making is pervasive.

The use of computers has changed both the nature and size of models
commonly used by decision makers.

In recent years, the computational

power available to individual users has increased because the cost of
that power has decreased dramatically.

The increase in the

computational power available to individuals has led to an increased
emphasis on user interface.

Two important reasons for this emphasis

are:

the availability of more power now makes it possible to use a
larger amount for supporting user interface, and

as the size and complexity of models increase, our ability to
deal with them "in our heads" decreases.

Hence, tools to effectively organize and segment the problem space
become increasingly important.

As models become larger and more complex, the process of
The

formulating and using those models also becomes more complex.

current bottle-neck in this process is the ability to efficiently and
effectively formulate, maintain and integrate complex models that are
appropriate for end-users with a wide range of skill levels.

The

cost of formulating and maintaining a model can exceed the cost of
computing the optimal solution by an order of magnitude [Ma, Murphy
and Stohr 1989], [Dolk 1986], and [Greenberg 1983].

An area of

research called model management [Athey and Brown 1988], [Applegate,

Chen, Konsynski and Nunamaker 1987], [Applegate, Klein, Konsynski and
Nunamaker 1985], [Dolk 1986], [Blanning 1981, 1982, 1983, 1987],

2

[Dolk and Konsynski 1985] and [Konsynski 1983] is emerging as an
important area of decision support.
Model formulation assistance is one aspect of model management.

Formulating a model to help find the solution to a problem is a large
task.

Specialized procedural programming languages, called matrix

generators [Creegan 1985], [Haverly 1977], and [Welch 1987], have
been developed to assist in preparing input data for linear
optimization programs.

While matrix generators are a major

improvement over previous methods they still require a great deal of
time and expertise to use.

Algebraic modeling languages [Fourer,

Gay, and Kernighan 1987], [Fourer 1983, 1978], [Kendrick and Meeraus
1988], [Dolk 1986] and [Witzgall and McClain 1985] have been
developed to improve the efficiency [Fourer 1983] of the modeling
process.

More recently, to facilitate the model formulation process,

additional methods for conceptualizing, dividing, and organizing
models have been proposed by a number of researchers [Brown and Lewis
1989], [Ma, Murphy and Stohr 1989, 1986], [Murphy and Stohr 1986,
1985], and [Geoffrion 1987].

These are described in more detail in

Chapter 2.

The purpose of this research is to identify and design effective
methods to assist in the model formulation and the model
understanding aspects of model management.

Of specific interest are

models that require a significant amount of specialized knowledge to
formulate but do not require that same level of expertise to use
effectively.

For example, one does not need to understand all the

engineering decisions needed to build a car in order to operate the
car properly.

The same principle should be true of models.

A farmer

should be able to use a feed mix optimization model developed by an
animal nutrition expert without a Ph.D. in animal nutrition or linear
programming.

3

1.2 Research Hypothesis

This study addresses two major areas: model schema formulation
and run planning.

Model schema formulation is the process of

specifying the structural aspects of a model common to a class of
related cases.
data.

Run planning is the process of specifying the case

The first hypothesis of this study is that a modeling language

can be designed with a syntax directed graphic and algebraic
interface in a windowing environment.

A second hypothesis is that

separation of schema formulation and case data acquisition is
possible and that an appropriate database schema is implied for the
case data by the model schema.

The broad objective of this study is to design and implement
methods for formulating and using models.

The specific goals are:

to design and implement a modeling language and interface that
combines both algebraic and graphic methods for model schema
specification;

to design and implement methods for model integration that allow
model schemas to be built in parts and then combined, in which
either top-down or bottom-up formulation is allowed;

to design methods by which model schema formulation and case
data acquisition (run planning) can be separated; and
to develop the mechanisms for integrating the entity-categoryrelationship data model with the modeling language to infer from
the model schema an appropriate database schema to provide
flexible run-planning methods.

The importance of assisting in the model formulation process
rather than focusing exclusively on algorithm efficiency has been
recognized by several authors:

4

"Most research in management science has been concerned with the
One of the
development of efficient computational algorithms.
major contributions of DSS has been to direct attention to the
broader role of models in providing information for decision
making.
how can we assist in the model building process?
." [Stohr 1989, pp. 438]
.

.

.

.

.

"Practical Large-scale mathematical programming involves more
than just the minimization or maximization of an objective
function subject to constraint equations and inequalities.
Before any optimization algorithm can be applied, some effort
must be expended to formulate the underlying model and to
generate the requisite computational data structures." [Fourer,
Gay and Kernigan 1987]

1.2.1 Modeling Language

A most complete and convincing argument for the use of modeling
languages1 is made by Robert Fourer in his seminal paper "Modeling
Languages Versus Matrix Generators for Linear Programming" [Fourer
1983].

Fourer summarizes his argument as follows:

"The central contention of this paper is that modeling
languages have certain inherent advantages over matrix
generators.
In particular, it is argued that modeling
languages avoid the common programming difficultiesverification, modification, and documentation--associated
with matrix-generator programs; and it is asserted that
modeling languages make linear programming easier and more
reliable, by involving people with fewer and simpler forms
of the model.
In addition, it is argued that various
specific drawbacks of the standard matrix generators may be
avoided through the use of modeling languages. On the
basis of these arguments, it is concluded that the modeling
languages should afford more reliable linear programming at
lower overall cost."
[Fourer 1983 p.144]

1

For additional information on modeling languages for linear
programming, see Appendix D.
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1.2.2 User Interface

The Macintosh was selected as appropriate hardware to use.

The

reasons with the objective of selection of the Macintosh include user
interface, size, speed, and price.2

This work will be integrated

into a larger project for providing reusable code for the Macintosh.

The appropriateness of using a microcomputer was recognized by
Paul Jensen in his paper "Modeling with Microcomputers for Operations
Research." [Jensen 1986]

"There are many good ideas yet to be discovered with regard
to providing modeling tools for linear programming.
Undoubtedly the advent of new hardware and software will
continue to trigger new solutions. Particularly intriguing
is the use of pull-down menus and expanded windowing
capabilities now becoming available." [Jensen 1986 p.363]
Additional features of the user interface for a modeling
language are important.

Geoffrion suggests features for the

interface of a modeling language as follows:
"Is a syntax-directed editor practical...? If so, this
would significantly enlarge the pool of potential users
because nearly any language is much harder to write than to
read. ...
Is a fully graphic, rather than text-oriented,
interface...practical?"
[Geoffrion 1987 p.581-582]

1.2.3 Data Acquisition

Decision making is a major focus of attention in businesses.

The value of information organization and information processing for
decision making is well recognized within the business domain.
An important point to note is that any implementation of an
algorithm solves only the problem that is specified.

2

If the

For additional detail on reasons for selection of the
Macintosh, see Appendix E.
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specified problem is not an accurate representation of reality
because the assumptions of the model have not been met or the model

was improperly formulated or used then the solution provided by the
algorithm may not be the optimal solution to the actual problem, only
to the presented problem.

Geoffrion recognizes the importance of data acquisition tools:
"Can tools for data acquisition be designed so as to be
schema directed, that is, able to acquire data that are
based on inferred or user-supplied correspondences between
a model schema of interest and models describing the data
sources?" [Geoffrion 1987 p.584]

1.2.4 Use of a Microcomputer

A. C. McKay in his article "Linear Programming Applications on
Microcomputers" [McKay 1985] indicates a need for linear programming
facilities to be used on microcomputers.

He states: "...there are

many problems of a suitable size to be run on microcomputers..."
[McKay 1985, p.633].

Some industrial applications can have around

two thousand variables.

As microcomputer capacity and capability increases less
difference will exist between problems that can now be solved on
mainframes and what will soon be solvable using microcomputers.

In

addition, models can be specified on a microcomputer and solved on a
larger machine by transferring a file.

Machine capacity is not the

only limiting factor in the type of linear programming problems that
can be solved using computers.

Management of the quantity of detail in the model is also a
limiting factor.

The microcomputer environment has traditionally

been designed to be used more easily.

The techniques proposed will

further enhance this usability for linear programming problems.

7

1.3 Restriction of the Domain

The initial modeling domain for this research is restricted to
linear programming.

Linear programming was selected because it is

widely used in a variety of application areas.

The principles

developed are applicable to a wide variety of other modeling
techniques as well.

The modeling domain addressed by this research

is further restricted to the model formulation aspects of building
linear programming applications on microcomputers that allow a model

schema for a class of related problems to be specified separately
from the case data.

A linear programming application requires both expert knowledge
about linear programming and expert knowledge about a specific
application area.

Experts use such knowledge to design an

application package to solve any of a class of closely-related linear
programming problems within the application area.

The end user of

the package may or may not have expert knowledge about either linear
programming or the application area.

The appropriate structure of

the final application package is dependent on the expected degree of
skill of the intended end users as well as the nature of the
application area.

For example, an expert in animal nutrition could design an
expert system for determining the least expensive way to feed dairy
cows.

The system would determine a feed mix that combines

information provided by the farmer about availability of feeds, their
current prices, and the composition and size of the herd with
information about the nutritional needs of cows with particular
physiological attributes and the nutritional composition of various
feeds provided by the animal nutrition expert.
expert represents a type of intended user.

The animal nutrition

This type of user is an

expert in the field who wishes to design a program to solve a range
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of related linear programming problems for use by many individuals
who are not experts in that field.

While farmers have a great deal of expertise in raising
livestock, they are unlikely to have the animal nutrition expertise
to determine the minimal nutritional needs of each of their animals
for each required nutrient.

In addition, making these determinations

without assistance on a weekly or monthly basis is probably more time
consuming than the additional information provided to the farmer is
worth.

For an application in this field to be cost effective, it

needs to provide the farmer with a great deal of expert assistance in
determining the appropriate nutritional needs of the animals.
Linear programming experts who assist businesses in developing
appropriate linear programming applications are another kind of
intended user.

For example, linear programming experts with

experience in the forest products industry develop applications to be
used by plywood plants for planning production.
package is for a separate company.

Each application

The company managers who use a

system of this type are likely to have the expertise to determine the
appropriate costs and yields of the factors associated with a linear
programming model.

They only lack the modeling skills necessary to

develop an appropriate linear programming model.
In summary, end users have a variety of skills.

The end user

may have:

the appropriate knowledge to directly use a linear programming
model but lacks the knowledge to formulate it; or
the appropriate knowledge to apply the results of a linear
programming model but requires expert assistance to both
formulate and to use the model.

The structure of HELM allows but does not require the modeler to
provide additional assistance in the data acquisition process if
necessary.

9

1.4 Summary of the Approach

1.4.1 The Problem

The following problems have been identified:
1) The complexity of linear programming problems makes model

formulation, validation, and explanation a difficult and time
consuming process, even for experts.

2) Models must frequently be updated to reflect a changing
environment.

The updated model must then be debugged which is a

time consuming process.

3) Flexibility is needed to specify the model schema for a class of
problems as a group.

4) The way a human model-designer views a linear programming
problem and the way that problem must be specified for solution
by a computer differ significantly.

1.4.2 The Solution

The following solution to these problems is proposed:

1) Allow a broad class of similar problems to be specified as a
group by using a data-independent modeling language for model
specification.

This higher-level modeling language makes

understanding and explanation of models easier.

(eg. structured

programs vs. assembly language programs)

2) Reduce the cognitive complexity of the modeling process by
separating model specification from data storage and data
acquisition.

3) Increase the range of models that can be specified by delaying
binding of the specific variables, constraints, and coefficients
to be used for a particular instance of the model until run
planning is done.

10

4) Provide a translation facility to convert data from a form
convenient for a model designer to standard M.P.S. format3 for
use by an optimization module.

1.4.3 The HELM Approach

The HELM (Hierarchical Environment for Linear Modeling) project
is a system for conceptualizing and building a linear programming
model by subdividing the problem formulation process into three
parts: schema4 formulation and data organization (HELM), data
acquisition, and form transformation (see Figure 1).

The schema

formulation and initial data organization functions occur in the
formulation portion of the HELM system.

The additional data

organization and the data acquisition functions are contained in the
database portion of the system.

The form transformation portion

combines the schema and the data to form a complete model instance
that can be solved by a linear programming engine.

3

"A convenient format is the I.B.M. M.P.S. format used by most
mainframe and mini packages. Using a standard format means
that larger problems can be transferred to larger machines if
necessary without any changes being needed to the generator
program."
[McKay 1985, p.635] For description of standard
M.P.S. format see Appendix C.

4

See appendix F for a glossary of terms.
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HELM's graphical and algebraic representation tools assist the
modeler in the process of conceptualizing and developing an abstract
representation of the model (see Figure 2).
window is where the model is organized.
available for doing specific tasks.

The HELM model-viewing

There are additional windows

The variable-set window allows

the modeler to express relationships among different sets of
variables.

The object editor allows the modeler to enter the
The

objective function, constraints, and bounds in algebraic form.

shared-variable window allows the modeler to express equivalence
relationships among different variable sets.

The HELM system

organizes the data needs of the model as a entity-categoryrelationship database schema called the DATA-IN-ECR schema.

HELM allows the modeler a great deal of flexibility in
determining the elements to be considered schema and the elements to
be considered case specific data.

This layering of abstractions

allows the modeler to parameterize the portions of the model that are
specific to an individual case and to hard-wire those parts of the
model that are common to all cases.

Model parameterization is an

important feature for systems that are designed by experts for use by
others.

HELM embodies the following methods:

A data-independent, graphic-algebraic model schema language5
with a syntax-directed editor for describing the basic structure
of a linear programming model common to a class of related
problems;

DATA-IN-ECR schema that is determined from the model schema to
allow rule-based run planning for determining the appropriate
case specific data for a particular instance of the model that
is to be solved by the linear programming engine;

5

See Appendix D for more detail on modeling languages for
linear programming and their advantages over matrix generators.
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DATA-OUT-TABLE that is determined from the model schema for use
by a translation module to convert the data for the problem to
be solved to standard M.P.S. format6 for solution by a linear
programming engine.

1.5 Benefits of the HELM Approach

HELM makes the modeling process easier because the cognitive
complexity of model formulation is decreased by subdividing the
process into parts.

HELM broadens the range of problems that can be

described with a single model schema by using an abstract description
methodology.

HELM allows a great deal of flexibility in determining

what is to be considered schema and what is to be considered case
specific data.

The use of an abstract model schema description language like
that in HELM also makes model schemas easier to understand.

Explanation of models and model instances is easier because these
methods allow knowledge to be expressed more directly.

The model

schema is used for communicating structural knowledge to people as
well as the computer.

HELM facilitates the building of expert, linear programming
applications by reducing the cognitive complexity of the task.

HELM

can be combined with a well-integrated rule-based expert system shell

(Nexpert-Object) to allow expert systems to be developed that help
the user choose which instance of the model is to be solved and
acquire data from a relational database or other data storage and
retrieval system.

Standard M.P.S. format is used for transfer of the

data to a linear programming engine.

6

See Appendix C for a description of M.P.S. format.
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1.6 Structure of the Dissertation

Chapter two is a review of the most closely associated linear
programming research as well as the broader model management
Chapter three more fully develops the requirements of the

research.

environment and the principles used to develop the system.

Chapter

four shows the structure and use of the system with a small example
problem.

Chapter five is a more complete discussion of the

underlying structure of the system.

Chapter six discusses the

contributions and limitations of HELM as well as future research
directions.

16

Chapter 2: Review of Prior Research

Two major areas of prior research are reviewed: linear
programming, and model management.

Additional information on the

history of linear programming is included in Appendix A.

Additional

information on systems combining linear programming and expert
systems is included Appendix B.

2.1 Linear Programming Research

Linear programming research focuses on three major areas:
1) faster and more efficient solution methods;

2) application of linear programming to specific problems; and
3) tools to assist in the model formulation process.

This project is related to the third area.

Much of the recent

research focuses on assistance with the model formulation process.

The first emphasis in this area was placed on tools to assist in the
model construction phase of the formulation process.

Matrix

generators like OMNI [Harley 1977], GAMMA [Sanders and Smith 1976],
DATAFORM [Creegan 1985] and PAM [Welch 1987] represent a major
improvement in the model construction process.

A matrix generator is

essentially a specialized type of procedural programming language.

While matrix generators are a major improvement over previous methods
they have certain inherent disadvantages [Fourer 1983] including
problems with verifiability, modifiablity, documentability,
independence and simplicity.

Algebraic modeling languages7 like AMPL [Fourer, Gay, and
Kernighan 1987], XML [Fourer 1983, 1978], GAMS [Kendrick and Meeraus
1988], and ULP [Witzgall and McClain 1985] have been developed to

7

Examples of XML and ULP are included in Appendix D.
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While

improve the efficiency [Fourer 1983] of the modeling process8.

a major improvement over matrix generators, algebraic modeling
languages offer little assistance with organizing and integrating
models.

More recently, to facilitate the model formulation process,

additional methods for conceptualizing, dividing, organizing and
integrating models, LPFORM [Ma, Murphy and Stohr 1989, 1986], [Murphy
and Stohr 1986, 1985], and Structured Modeling [Geoffrion 1987], have
been proposed by researchers.

These system radically depart from the

algebraic language representation in order to achieve a structured
hierarchical approach.

LPFORM [Murphy and Stohr 1986] uses a model specification method
that combines graphic and hierarchical methods.

The graphic

techniques are limited to viewing local structure only.

The

hierarchical structure of the model is traversed by moving from node
to node while viewing local structure only.

A major drawback of the

system is that there is no facility for viewing the overall structure
of the model.

This system is partially implemented.

An interesting

feature of LPFORM is the system has some limited expertise related to
the structure of common forms of linear programs.
Structured Modeling [Geoffrion 1987] is an experimental

methodology for representing and manipulating a wide variety of
models.

It uses a hierarchically organized acyclic graph to

represent model structure but has a textually oriented interface.
Geoffrion recognizes several areas that are yet to be addressed by
Structured Modeling.

These include the practicality of a syntax-

directed editor and a fully graphic, rather than text-oriented,
interface [Geoffrion 1987 p.581-582].

8

Additional detail on the advantages of modeling languages
over matrix generators is included in Appendix D.
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Other researchers [Binbasioglu 1987] and [Krishnan 1989] propose
knowledge based modeling assistance in restricted domains.

These

most recent projects are part of a broad research area called model
management.

This research contributes additional direction to linear
modeling research by combining an algebraic modeling language with a
hierarchical model structure; combining an algebraic modeling
language with a semantic data model that includes categories; schema
directed data acquisition; a syntax directed editor; and a largely
graphic interface.

The next section will explore the wider area of model management
research in terms of a hierarchical classification system.

The

domain of this research will be identified in terms of its position
in the hierarchical classification system.

2.2 Model Management Research

The need to organize and manage data-interpretation models in
much the same way that existing database-management systems organize
data is well recognized [Blanning 1981, 1982, 1983, 1987], [Dolk and
Konsynski 1984, 1985], [Dolk and Kirsch 1987], [Fry and Spiguel
1986], [Hwang 1985], [Yancy and Carringer 1984], and [You 1986].

Dolk [1986] demonstrates the applicability of abstraction to the
modeling process.

Witzgall and McClain [1985] show that a modeling

language can be defined in conjunction with an existing database.

Methods for describing and manipulating a variety of model types have
been proposed by Geoffrion [1987], Magel and Shapiro [1987] and Adams
and Hale [1988].

Geoffrion [1987] proposed structured modeling which

uses an acyclic graph to represent models.

Magel and Shapiro [1987]

are implementing JADE to support manipulating heterogeneous models.

Model conceptualizers are proposed by Hidding [1987] for the
selection of the appropriate algorithmic technique.
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Different views of what constitutes "model management"
correspond to the various ways the term "model" is used.

Valid

reasons exist for the term model to be used in different ways.

Model

descriptions occur at different levels and so different definitions
apply [Dolk 1986].

Different uses of the term "model" include: 1) a general

abstract representation and manipulation technique; 2) a class of
related problems; and 3) an instance or case of a particular problem.

Distinct types of "model management" relate to the different views of
what is meant by the term "model."

For each such view, model

management is divided into model selection and integration
(intermodel) and internal model organization and formulation
assistance (intramodel).

The word "model" is sometimes used to refer to very general
decision making techniques or organizational techniques.

For

example, linear programming is a model, simulation is a model, and
relational database theory is a model.

Holssapple, Tam, and Whinston

[1987] define models as "management science models which are
formalized into mathematical systems and implemented as numerical
algorithms..."

A number of other authors also view models as general

mathematical models [Fry and Spiguel 1986], [You 1986], and [Oren
1982].

The view of models as generalized representation and
manipulation techniques leads to viewing model management as making
many different varieties of these generalized techniques (eg. linear
programming, regression etc.) available to decision makers [Dolk and
Konsynski 1984].

This view has two components:

model technique selection (intermodel) [Goul, Shane, Tonge 1984]
and

making generalized modeling techniques available without user
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involvement in procedural or implementation details [Dolk and
Konsinski 1984].

For example, technique selection can be deciding whether to use
linear programming or integer programming for a particular problem.

Various methods have been suggested for making generalized modeling
techniques available.

Dolk and Konsynski [1984] suggest that model

abstraction is an appropriate method for achieving these goals.

Turban and Watkins [1986] suggest that using an expert system as a
consultant to the model builder is appropriate.

A second use of the term model refers to a more specialized form
of these types of techniques.

For example, a structure to solve any

of a class of related linear programming problems is called a model,
Wang and Courtney

as is a set of relation structures for a database.

[1984] define models as the algebraic representation of some
mathematical problem.

Other authors that use the term model in a way

that is consistent with the view of a model as a class of related
problems and associated representation and solution techniques
include Konsynski [1983], Sprague and Carlson [1982], and Bonczek,
Holsapple and Whinston [1980, 1981, 1983].

The view of a model as a structure for solving any of a class of
related problems leads to another view of model management.

Model

selection is viewed as organization, storage, and combination of
models to solve a class of problems (interclass).

For example, a

company may have several linear programming models for individual
cases of a particular class of linear programming problems.

Keeping

track of all these "models" and providing assistance for determining
which model to use is also considered model management.

Another view

is that the organization of the internal structure and data
requirements for a model to solve a class of related problems
(intraclass) is model management.

Model management includes the

model formulation process to develop a model schema.
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A third use of the term "model" refers to an instance of a
single model with data.

For example, building a model can refer to
The

constructing a single matrix for linear programming solution.
term "instantiation" is used by You [1986], Applegate et al

[1985,

1986, 1987], and Dutta and Basu [1984] to discuss manipulation of a
model with data.

Dolk and Konsynski [1984] refer to this as the

model structure.

Dutta and Basu [1984] use the term case to refer to

specific instances of a model.

At the case level, model management is viewed as selection of
the specific problem to solve (intercase or run planning) or as
managing the detail of a single instance of a model (intracase)
[Greenberg et al 1986].
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This research concerns the structuring of the common elements of
a model class or schema formulation (intraclass organization) for
linear programming models.

In addition, this research is concerned

with run planning (intercase organization) at the case level.
case level portion of the research deals with techniques for
specifying which case in a class of problems to solve.

The
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Chapter 3: Requirements and Principles

Constructing large linear programming models is a complex
process.

This discussion of requirements and principles is divided

into four areas:

linear programming;
model management;

data management; and
knowledge management.

In this chapter, the requirements and the basic principles underlying
the requirements will be discussed in terms of these three areas.

3.1 Linear Programming

3.1.1 What is Linear Programming?

Linear programing is a mathematical modeling technique used for
finding an optimal solution (if one exists) to a specified problem.

Problem solution is frequently thought of as the optimal allocation
of available resources.

The group of problems for which linear

programming is an appropriate method of solution is restricted by the
assumptions and form of the linear programming model as well as
practical size considerations.

The assumptions of the linear

programming model that most affect its applicability are:

Certainty: All coefficients required for the linear
programming problem specification are known and are
constant.

Linearity: The objective function and all constraints can
be expressed as first order mathematical statements.
Fractional answers must be acceptable.
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The user can solve very complex problems using one of the
available linear programming optimization tools if the problem is
amenable and is expressed in the appropriate form.

Linear programming has been found to be useful for a wide range
of application areas.

Those areas include nutrition, production,

transportation and investment.

3.1.2 Practical Problems Associated With Linear Programming

The process of analyzing a given problem and expressing the
problem in the appropriate form can be difficult and time consuming
regardless of one's expertise in linear programming.

For people that

are both linear programming experts and domain experts, the sheer
size and complexity of the model (models commonly have thousands of
variables) makes it difficult to design and manage.

The appropriate

simplifications (groupings of similar items) of the real world for
modeling purposes can be difficult to identify.

To identify

appropriate subproblems that can be solved with linear programming
when the complete problem is either too complex (size
considerations), cannot be modeled with linear approximations, or has
a level of uncertainty that is too great to make linear programming
an appropriate choice as a solution method is difficult.

For most real-world problems, not all the assumptions of the
linear programming model are met, which is a problem of models in
general and is not unique to linear programming.
the certainty assumption is almost never met.

In the real world,

The required inputs

for a particular desired model may not be known or determinable with
absolute certainty, or the cost of obtaining the required information
with absolute or even reasonable certainty may be greater than the
expected benefit.

For example, when planning for the future, future

prices are not known with complete certainty.

The batch nature of
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linear programming can also be a problem in a rapidly changing
environment [Fox and Smith 1984].

The linearity requirement is usually only approximated rather
than met in real world problems.

Many costs, while being

approximately linear with respect to volume within some small range
of values, are not linear over a larger range.

Identifying the

appropriate relevant range and, therefore, the appropriate linear
approximation to use may be difficult.
results may not be appropriate.
part of a plane.

For some items, fractional

For example, it is difficult to fly

Expert application domain knowledge and linear

programming knowledge are used to determine what approximations are
appropriate, where the problem can be simplified without seriously
compromising the usability of the results, and when multiple runs
with different values are appropriate.
For linear programming experts who are not domain experts,
additional problems with communications and learning time exist.

The

linear programming expert may not know enough about the domain to
know the appropriate questions to ask or may not understand the
problem because of failure to communicate with domain experts.

The

model that the linear programming expert will construct is the linear
programming expert's mental image of the problem rather than the
domain expert's mental image of the problem.

In addition, the extra

time involved in learning enough about the problem domain to
construct a viable model may be excessive.

For domain experts who are not linear programming experts, even
more problems exist.

The domain experts frequently have difficulty

identifying the decision variables and constraints as well as with
problem formulation.

Some authors question whether end-user domain

experts can build reliable applications at all [Raghavan and Chand
1986, Davis 1982].

In spite of these problems, the linear

programming model has been found to be useful in several domains for
solving real-world problems.
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3.2 Model Management

As discussed in Chapter 2, the term, "model management," is used
frequently and has many different interpretations depending on the
context and author.

In this context, only that portion of model

management dealing with model formulation and model use is discussed.
The area of technique selection is beyond the scope of this work.
The model formulation process is a constructive problem-solving
method rather than a classification problem-solving method.

In most

situations, the appropriate model cannot simply be selected from a
list of pre-designed models.

Therefore, the modeler must be provided

with tools for formulating models efficiently and effectively.

3.2.1 Model Abstraction

If linear programming is an appropriate solution technique,

classes or groups of related problems exist, in which the structure
of each model in the group is very similar to others in the group.

For example, in a plywood plant the model for production planning for
week 1

is likely to be very similar to the production planning model

for week 2 and so on.

In addition, similarities are likely to exist

between the production planning model for a plant A and the
production planning model for a similar plant B.

Thus, providing a

method for expressing the common structure or schema for a group of
related problems is appropriate.

This process can be thought of as

separating schema and data--the common portions of the model being
viewed as schema and the case specific portions as data.

The term, "model abstraction," as it is applied in HELM, means
the use of a skeletal form or schema to represent the description of
the shared aspects of a class of items.

A portion of a model

structure is represented as a schema and is called an object.
objects are used as plans to construct an instance of the model

The
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portion represented by that schema.

In HELM, groups of objects and

the relationships among them form the model schema.

The schema is

expressed in a data-independent modeling language.

Data-independent modeling languages are used successfully in
other modeling domains.

For example in accounting, the chart of

accounts is a description of the organizational structure for the
accounting model as applied to a particular firm.

The specific chart

of accounts for a company is a particular model schema selected from
the possible model schemas for the generic accounting model.

The

trial balance (model instance) depends both on the chart of accounts
(schema) and on the transactions and resulting account balances
(specific data values).

The chart of accounts is independent of the

data values as well as the source of the data values.

Many of the

decisions about the organization of the model, such as appropriate
groupings for homogeneous items to be used and appropriate level of
detail, are expressed by the chart of accounts with this dataindependent modeling language.

In HELM, a data-independent modeling language is used for
organizing the structure of a linear programming model.
is called model formulation.

This process

For example in a product mix problem,

homogeneous groups of products can be represented as a single item in
the modeling language, much as an account called inventory represents
a group of similar items in a chart of accounts.

If a company has

heterogeneous types of inventory, multiple inventory accounts are
used--one for each inventory group.

For linear programming models,

heterogeneous groups of products are represented as multiple entries
in the modeling language.

3.2.2 Model Decomposition and Hierarchical Structuring

Linear programming models are used for problems that are both
complex and large, so organizational issues are paramount in
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building, understanding, and maintaining these models.

Hierarchical

decomposition is often an appropriate method for organizing complex
problems.

When a model is broken into parts, a method is needed to
For example,

integrate those parts into a unified, coherent whole.

if a production planning problem for a plywood plant is divided into
the "green end" and the "dry end," the modeler must be able to
specify how those two sub-models relate to each other.

The term decomposition, as it is applied in HELM, means
separation into constituent parts.
used in four different ways.
data.

The principle of decomposition is

The first is separation of schema and

The second is subdivision of the model schema into separate

objects.

The third is separation of the data into tables of related

items or relations.

The fourth is separation of data storage from

data inclusion.

The first way the principle of decomposition is applied, is the
separation of model schema from case specific data.

Separating

formulation concerns from data value and data source concerns changes
the cognitive complexity of the problem.

This separation allows the

designer to concentrate on one aspect of the problem at a time rather
than having them commingled.

This separation allows a clear division

between the shared aspects of a group of problems and those unique to
each
The

In HELM, the modeler defines where this separation occurs.

modeler can choose to consider only a single case and "hard-wire" all
the values into the schema, leaving no case specific data.

At the

other extreme, the modeler can choose to make only very general

constraints part of the schema, thus, requiring much more of the
information to be specified as case specific data.

At this extreme,

the schema provides very little if any assistance for the data
acquisition process.
extremes.

Most models are somewhere between these two
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The second use of the principle of decomposition is the use of
separate objects to represent portions of the model.

The modeler

chooses the decomposition into objects that most naturally map into
the modeler's view of the real world problem environment, easing both
development and later maintenance of the model.

The modeler can

create objects in the model to represent real world entities or
logical groupings.

This type of technique has been found to be

useful in object-oriented programming [Stefik and Bobrow 1986] and
[Goldberg and Robson 1983].

The third use of the principle of decomposition is the
separation of data items needed to complete the model into tables of
related items.

An entity-category-relationship (M-ECR) schema for

the data needed to complete the model instance is inferred from the
HELM model schema.

HELM automatically provides these tables to the

user to make data acquisition easier.

The fourth way the model formulation process can be decomposed
is to separate the data storage from the decisions about what is to
be included in a specific model instance.

For example in accounting,

the separation is achieved by having separate subsidiary systems for
receivables, payables, and fixed assets.

For linear programming, a way to achieve this separation is to
use a relational-database-management system for data storage.

The

data to be included in a particular instance of a linear programming
model can be determined from a rule-based expert system or manually
using the tables provided by the HELM system.

For example, an animal

nutrition expert may want to keep a table of most of the potential

feeds with their respective nutritional compositions but would
include relatively few of these feeds in any one instance of the
model.

Two basic types of hierarchical structuring are used in the HELM
system--one is object hierarchical structuring and the other is a
class hierarchical structuring.

In an object hierarchy, dissimilar
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items are grouped because of how they interact.
of" some larger whole.

Each item is a "part

In a class hierarchy, items are grouped

because they share common attributes.

Each item "is a" member of a

group because it has certain attributes.

An object hierarchy is a "part of" or composition hierarchy.
Grouping items

into large, loosely-connected groups with smaller,

more tightly-connected groups as subcategories allows complex
structures to be understood more easily.

This layering of

organization is object hierarchical structuring.

For example, your

arm is a part of your body but your body is more than simply a
collection of body parts.
also important.

The relationships among those parts are

In an object hierarchy, both the sub-parts and the

relationships among those sub-parts form the object.

Object

hierarchical structuring is used in HELM by allowing parts of the
model schema to be grouped together to form logical sub-models with
the relationships among those sub-models explicitly specified.

There are problems for which a composition hierarchy is not
especially helpful.

For example, hierarchical decomposition of a

transportation network is not likely to be helpful.
A class hierarchy is an "is a" hierarchy.

Items are grouped

together to form sets because they share common attributes.
sets can then be organized into larger sets of sets.

These

This type of

organization of items is useful because it allows for inheritance of
the common attributes.

This inheritance of common attributes means

that the information about the shared attribute need only be stored
or understood once at the group level and can then be inferred at the
item level from membership in the group.

If items in the group only

have a single shared attribute, this type of organization does little
to help organize the environment.

However, if items in the group

share many attributes using this type of structure for organization
is very helpful.
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This class hierarchical organization is used in two ways in the
HELM system--repetition of a model portion and the use of categories.
One way is in the modeling language where a sub-model can be defined
and repeated.

The details of the sub-model need only be defined once

then any number of instances can be used by repeating that sub-model.

The other way is the use of categories in the entity-categoryrelationship data model.

This data model is used for organizing the

variable sets and for data acquisition.

3.3 Data Management

Data management is part of the broad field of database
management.

In the context of HELM, data management is restricted to

the functions related to acquiring and organizing the case data for
linear programming problems.

For purposes of this discussion, data will be defined as the
specific decision variables, coefficients, bounds, right hand sides
etc., for a specific linear programming model.

Some of this data is

likely to be quite volatile while other parts are likely to be stable
over many cases in the same class of related models.

For example, if

the class of models is for production planning in a specific plywood
plant, the sale prices for various plywoods are likely to be quite
volatile when compared to the capacity of the dryers.
In some cases, the volatility only affects the coefficients to

be used in the model, while in other cases, that volatility can also
affect the specific decision variables that are included in the
model.

For example, around 500 different types of plywood are produced
in sufficient quantities to be listed in regional industry production
reports.

Individual plywood plants each produce only a small

fraction of the types of plywoods.

If the linear programming model

were to include all 500 plywoods for multiple time periods, the model
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could become so large that it would be infeasible to solve it on
available equipment in a timely manner.

The investment necessary to

develop and maintain the model would also become extremely large.
Instead, models are designed to include only those plywoods that
the individual plant is likely to produce.

The group of plywoods to

be included in a model would clearly differ from plant to plant.

The

model would even be expected to change over time within the same
plant depending on market conditions, availability and costs for
logs, equipment, labor, and other factors.

A change in prices could

affect not only the coefficients used for the plywoods included in a
model but also the decision variables (individual plywoods) to be
included in the model.

A part of data management is to allow this

type of change without requiring the entire model to be reformulated.

Other types of information are not likely to change very
rapidly.

For example, in a single plywood plant the major pieces of

equipment available for production are not likely to change on a
weekly basis.

This kind of capacity data is quite stable for a

particular plant.

However, if the range of problems to be addressed

by the model were for a number of different plywood plants, the
capacity of plant equipment would no longer be stable within the
class of problems but would likely be different for each individual
plant.

In some situations, having tables of information available to
use when building a case-specific model is desirable.

For example,

in a feed mix problem a designer may want to have a large table of
possible feeds and their respective nutritional breakdowns.

The user

then could include any of those feeds in a feed mix model without
having to know the nutritional content of the individual feeds
because this information is accessible from the table.
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3.3.1 Model Parameterization Using Sets

In the large problems that are addressed using a linear
programming model, groups of entities with similar structures are
treated in a very similar way within the model.

For example, in a

plywood plant production planning problem the various types of
sheathing are treated very similarly in a linear programming model.

Each represents a product with a sale price, costs, and veneers
needed to produce it.

If a model schema is to be usable for a

variety of plywood production planning problems, similar items should
be treated as a group in the schema.

Otherwise, either all possible

plywoods will have to be put into a single model, which would make
the model undesirably large; or a separate model will have to be
specified for each possible combination of products, which would lead
to an undesirable number of different model specifications.

Another type of repetition that is common in linear programming
models is for multiple time periods or for multiple locations.

For

example, the plywood plant manager may wish to plan weekly production
for the next ten weeks.

In this case, the large model is viewed as a

collection of 10 interrelated smaller models, one for each time
period.

A modeling language should allow this type of repetition.

For some repetitions, the ordering of the sub-models is important.

For example, in a repetition for multiple time periods the order of
those time periods is important because each has a specific relation
to the next.

Ending inventory for period one is beginning inventory

for period two and so on.

A set is a group of similar items.

The concept of grouping or

sets is employed both in model schema and data schema.

For the

model schema, objects in the data-independent modeling language refer
to sets of items rather than single items in two ways:
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using a set to refer to a group of items within the objective
function, a constraint or a bounds statement, and
using a set to show that more than one copy of a sub-object is
needed for the final model schema.
The use of sets is discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

For the data schema, the concept of sets is employed by using
relations for entering groups of similar items.
decomposed into sets of similar items.

The data is

The entity-category-

relationship data model is used for organizing the sets.

3.3.2 Standardized Data Storage Formats

Linear programming is a data intensive technique.

The case-

specific data that are needed for a particular problem include: the
specific coefficients, bounds, right hand sides, decision variables,
and needed constraints.

An easy way is needed to store and update

the case-specific information about the end user's particular
situation, since that is likely to change on a regular basis.
Standardized data storage formats are used in two ways in HELM:

the M-ECR schema for the case-specific data is stored in DBase
III format; and

the final output for solution by a linear programming engine is
in a table similar to standard M.P.S. format.

The use of DBase III format for the schema and data of the model

allows the information to be accessed by either other database
programs or by an expert-system shell.

The use of a format similar to M.P.S. format for the
representation of the model for solution allows the model to be
easily translated for use with a number of linear programming
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engines.

A linear programming engine is necessary to do the actual

calculations for optimization.

Problem solution is addressed by

using a form similar to standard M.P.S. format for matrix description
so that a matrix produced by this program can be run on any linear
programming engine that uses the standard M.P.S. format.

3.4 Knowledge Management

The knowledge management aspects that are relevant in the linear
programming domain can be divided into three major categories:

structural modeling knowledge about how to design an efficient
linear programming model that adheres to the assumptions and
restrictions of the technique,

model domain knowledge about a particular application domain
necessary to design an effective model--a model that solves the
real-world problem, and

run-planning knowledge--the domain-specific knowledge necessary
to use the model effectively to solve a specific problem.

3.4.1 Structural Modeling Knowledge

Structural modeling knowledge in the HELM system has been
limited to tools to assist the modeler in formulating the model and
in subdividing the modeling task.

Designing a model for solution with a linear programming
algorithm is a large task.

Methods for dividing and organizing the

task are needed to facilitate the model formulation process.
part task subdivision is used:

schema formulation,

data organization,

A four
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run planning, and
form transformation.

Schema Formulation: A model schema is an abstract representation
of the conceptual structure of a model.

A data-independent modeling

language has been designed for schema formulation and is included in
the HELM program.
allowed.

Either top-down or bottom-up formulation is

Larger models can be built by assembling smaller models

bottom-up, or large models can be defined as a set of smaller parts
for which the detail can be added later, top-down.
HELM represents the model schema as a directed acyclic graph.

With HELM the conceptual structure of a model for a class of linear
programming problems is specified without having to consider either
actual data values or data sources.

The designer uses sets for

specifying similar items rather than identifying each individual item
within a constraint, or bounds, or the objective function.

In

addition, the designer can break the model into logical sub-models by
creating different objects for each sub-model.

Objects can be

grouped into larger units to facilitate understandability.

Objects

can also be repeated over a set.

For example, in a feed mix model a similar constraint for each
nutrient is required.

Creating similar constraints can be done in

HELM by making a generic nutritional requirement constraint then
repeating it over the set of nutrients.

HELM creates a similar

constraint for each nutrient, each with its own individual data
values.

Data Organization: Modelers need a flexible system for
organizing data.

The table orientation of linear programming makes

relational database an especially appropriate choice for storing and
organizing large quantities of information.

M-ECR (Meta Entity-

Category-Relationship), a graphical database design system based on
the entity-category-relationship model [Weeldreyer 1980], [Elmasri et
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al 1985], and [Chen 1976] has been implemented [Maithel 1988] for
this purpose, and is used in concert with HELM.
M-ECR is a database schema design language.
facilities have been included.

Some data entry

M-ECR can be used to acquire the data

needed by the HELM system for run planning.

In addition, M-ECR can

be used for designing and storing other tables of data.

Run planning: Run planning is the process of acquiring the data
necessary for a particular case to form an instance of the model.
The instance is both the case specific data stored in a database and
the schema.

Some application areas, like animal nutrition, require a
significant amount of expert knowledge to complete the run-planning
phase of model building.

In these fields the end user might use a

rule-based expert system to assist in run planning.

With HELM, two methods of run planning are allowed: direct and
expert system assisted.

Direct run planning is achieved by using a

database created for use with M-ECR that represents the data needed
to complete the model instance.

Run planning via the expert system

is achieved by using a rule-based expert-system shell.

The rule base

for use with this shell is supplied by the modeler, who must develop
the appropriate rules for gathering data.

Form Transformation: The model schema developed using HELM and
case data for a specific problem compose a complete linear
programming model instance.

The schema and data can be reformatted

to a form appropriate for a linear programming engine.

M.P.S. is the

common format used.

3.4.2 Model Domain Knowledge

Since HELM is intended to be a generic modeling tool, expertise
specific to any particular domain is beyond the scope of this work.

The HELM system provides access to tools to allow the modeler to
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provide assistance to the user for run planning.

A great deal of

expert knowledge may be necessary for run planning.

For example, the

nutritional needs of cows may be different depending on the age and
stage of lactation of the cow.

In a feed mix model for dairy cows,

the nutritional needs of the cows must be provided as right hand
sides.

A dairy farmer user of the system is neither apt to be able

to accurately determine that information without expert assistance
nor expected to know the nutritional breakdown of various feeds.

A farmer is able to provide the list of available feeds and
their respective current prices, and is able to answer questions
about the cow (e.g. age, weight, stage of lactation etc.)

3.5 Summary

An important contribution of HELM is the variety of principles
and methods used to facilitate the modeling process.

Principles

relating to how the model is structured include the use of
abstraction, decomposition, sets, hierarchies, and standardized data
storage structures.

The use of multiple paradigms, graphical

presentation, and input forms assist with the user interface.
task has been subdivided and tools to allow building the model
incrementally have been included.

Together the use of these

principles assists in the modeling process.

The
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Chapter 4: Implementation

This chapter focuses on the implementation of HELM.
section is an overview of the HELM system.

The first

The second section shows

the relationship of the HELM LP-MODEL schema form to the canonical
linear programming form.

The third section describes the LP-MODEL

The fourth section expands the description of the HELM form

form.

and demonstrates the use of the HELM system with a small example
problem.

The last section demonstrates how the data acquired using

M-ECR are converted to M.P.S. format.

4.1 Parts of the HELM System

The HELM system has five separate programs: HELM (Hierarchical

Environment for Linear Modeling) for developing the model schema; MECR (Meta-Entity Category Relationship) and Nexpert Object9 for
acquiring the model data; CAT (Combine And Transform) for combining
the data with the schema information to produce an M.P.S. format
file, and an LP Optimizerl° for solving the LP problems presented in
M.P.S. format.

The programs and related data files are shown in

Figure 4 as a directed acyclic graph.

The three programs: HELM, M-

ECR, and CAT developed specifically for this project, will be
discussed in this chapter.

The programs not specifically developed

as part of this project, Nexpert Object and LP Optimizer, are
discussed as they directly relate to HELM, M-ECR, and CAT.

9

HELM
Nexpert Object is a commercial expert system shell.
DATA -IN schema files can be accessed using Nexpert Object.

10

Any LP optimizer that accepts standard M.P.S. format files
can be used with this system.
Such programs are considered
beyond the scope of this project.
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4.2 Development of the HELM Form

This section shows the development of the HELM model schema from
the standard form of an LP model.

The canonical form is transformed

into the HELM model structure through a series of small changes.

4.2.1 The Canonical Form of a Linear Programming Model

The canonical form of a linear programming model can be expressed as:
n

Minimize

z(x) = E cjxj

Objective Function

j=1
n

Subject to

E aijxj = bi
j=1

and

x

and

bi > 0

and

> 0

i
= 1 to m
Constraints

j = 1 to n
Sign restrictions on the variables
i
= 1 to m
Sign restrictions on right hand sides

there exists within the constraints a unit matrix of
order ml'. [Murty 1985, pp.40-41].

11 A unit matrix of order m is commonly referred to as the
identity matrix.
For each constraint (row) there must be a
decision variable (column) for which the coefficient in that
row is "1" and the coefficients in all other rows are "0."
The use of slack and artificial variables allow models not
meeting this restriction to be converted to models that will
meet this requirement.
See appendix B for a more complete
discussion of linear programming.
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4.2.2 Transformation of Canonical Form to HELM Form

Straightforward transformations allow this form to be relaxed.

For example, the use of slack and surplus variables allows
inequalities of the form < and > to be transformed to equalities in
the constraints.

The ability to multiply an entire equation by -1

allows a modeler to express constraints with a negative right hand
side and allow the objective function to be either minimized or
maximized.

Many linear programming models have bounded variables.

bounded variable is a specific type of constraint.

A

HELM allows

constraints which bound a single variable to be expressed as bounds.

For a complete discussion of transformations see [Murty 1985, pp.3546].

HELM is based on sets.

Set notation will be used to express the

linear programming model schema.

The less restricted form of the

linear programming model stated with set notation is:

M z(x) = E c.x.

Objective Function

J

jEJ

M E (maximize, minimize)
J = index set which enumerates j

Subject to
2 aijxj =* bi

iEI

jEJ

Constraints

=* E (<1 >, =}

and

xj > loj

and

x. > 0
J

and/or

xj < hij

jEJ
Bounds

jEJ
Sign restrictions on the variables
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In the standard form of a linear programming model a coefficient
can be either a positive or a negative number.

HELM expresses this

as a sign concatenated to a positive value:

± c.

J

HELM makes extensive use of sets of sets.

For example, an

objective function might express:

Maximize z(x) = (2 +SalePricejxj)
jEProducts
+(2 -Mat Costjxj)
jEMaterials
+(2 -Lab _Costjxj)

jeLabor Types

Abstractly this can be expressed as a set of sets:
M z(x) =

2
2 +j ±cjxj
JEG jeJ

Objective
Function

M E (maximize, minimize)
E

-)

G =(Products, Materials, Labor_Types) Set of sets
Products

= (Product A, Product B, Product C)

Materials

= (Material

I, Material 2)

Labor_Types = (Production, Supervision)

4.2.3 The HELM Form of a Linear Programming Model

The HELM form for a linear programming model schema can be
expressed as:
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M z(x) = E
E ±j ±cjxj
JEG jEJ

Objective Function

M E (maximize, minimize)
± E (+, -)

Subject to:
E
E ±j aijxj =*i bi
JEG jEJ

iEI

Constraints

=*1 E (<, >, ')
± E (+, -)

and x. > lo.

J

J

and

xi

and/or

xj < hij

> 0

jEJ
Bounds

jEJ

Sign restrictions on the variables

are original cost coefficients, either numeric or

cj

symbolic values;
auj

are input-output coefficients, either numeric or
symbolic values;

are variables, always symbolic values, either single or

xj

sets;

are right hand side constants, either numeric or

bi

symbolic values;
hij
1

oi

are upper bounds, either numeric or symbolic values; and
are lower bounds, either numeric or symbolic values.

4.3 Description of the HELM Form

The schema design portion of HELM exploits this form of the
linear programming model as well as the organizational advantages of
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a hierarchical structure.

An LP-BASIC object represents a part of

the canonical LP formulation.

A single LP-BASIC object can include:

all or part of the objective function,

one or more single constraints, and
one or more bounds.

For example, in an animal nutrition model an LP-BASIC object
could represent the objective that the total cost of feeds is to be
minimized or that the need for a particular nutrient must be provided
by the feeds eaten by the animal.

Objects are used as building blocks to create larger models in a
process called model integration.

Single objects are combined into

larger blocks in a grouping process.

A group of single objects

combined to form a larger single object is called an LP-GROUP object.
For example, an LP-GROUP object could be used to decompose an animal

nutrition model into parts separating the cost of feeds from the
nutritional needs of an animal.
the LP-GROUP object.

These parts are then grouped using

A single object can be converted to a set of

similar objects by using an object and a parameter to indicate how
many copies are to be included in the model instance.

The set is

called an LP-REPEAT object and forms a new larger single object.

For

example, an LP-REPEAT object in an animal nutrition problem could be
used to show that an animal needs many nutrients and that the need
for each must be meet by the feeds eaten.

A DAG is used to show by

hierarchical decomposition how the objects are related.

Figure 5

graphically shows how objects in an LP-MODEL can be legally combined.
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HELM divides model information into two categories: schema and
data.

The schema information represents the basic structure of the

model that will be the same for a class of related problems.

Thus,

the schema part of a HELM model is an abstraction--a generalization
of the canonical LP matrix form.

The data part represents the
A single

information that is specific to each problem in the class.

problem or case with both the schema and the case data defined is
called an instance.

HELM allows the modeler a great deal of latitude

in deciding the information that is to be considered class schema
versus what is to be considered case data.

This latitude is

accomplished in HELM by the use of either numeric or symbolic values
and the use of sets.

HELM allows either numeric or symbolic values

to be used for coefficients, bounds, and right hand sides.

Symbolic

values are used when the value is expected to differ among individual
cases of the model.

Numeric values are considered part of the

schema, thus, they are hard wired into the model schema.

All

instances of a model created from one schema will have the same basic
structure but the number of items included and the numeric values can
be different for each case.

The unbound coefficients, right hand

sides, and bounds are symbolic and determining their values is
delayed until the model is bound to a specific case at run time.

A

model schema defined in HELM can be bound to many different data sets
(Figure 6).

The combination of the schema and the data create a

model instance.
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Unbound coefficients, right hand sides, and bounds take their
value(s) at run time from a database specially created for that
purpose.

The structure of the database is expressed as an ECR-MODEL

schema.

The overall structure of the ECR-MODEL schema is shown as an

ECR-MODEL diagram.

The symbolic values in the LP-MODEL are

associated or mapped to a specific attribute in a particular node of
the ECR-MODEL schema.

Repetition and set algebra are used to create

the mapping of the model parameters (unbound) into the specially
created ECR-MODEL schema.

Figure 7 graphically shows how objects in

an ECR-MODEL can be legally connected.
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Figure
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4.4 Example Demonstrating the Use of HELM

This section shows the use of HELM with an example problem
relating to animal nutrition.

The example serves the following two

purposes:

to more fully develop the modeling concepts introduced in
section 4.2, and

to show how the HELM user interface facilitates the modeling
process.

4.4.1 Definition of a Small Example Problem

The managers of a feed lot wish to develop a general purpose
model to determine the least expensive way to feed their livestock.12
the cost of feeds must be as low as possible, but the managers
do not know which feeds will be available or what their prices
will be until close to the time the model is to be run;

the nutritional needs of the animals for various nutrients must
be provided by the feeds, but those nutritional needs are
different for each group of animals and cannot be accurately
determined until close to the time the model is to be run;

all animals on the lot eat from a common trough and so the
nutritional needs of all the animals as a group are considered;
and

the total weight of the feeds must not exceed the maximum
allowed for a particular group of animals, but again, this
varies and cannot be accurately determined until run time.

12 The example problem was adapted from an example in Markland
[1979].
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4.4.2 HELM Model Structure

HELM allows the problem to be broken up into logical sub-units
called objects.
similar members.
member.

An object represents a type or class of structurally
This type or class may have one or more than one

For example, a nutrition constraint expressed as an object

may be used any number of times depending on the number of nutrients
Each unique object in a model is

the modeler wishes to consider.

identified with a certain kind of thing, activity, or attribute.

In

this case, the nutrition constraint is associated with the members of
a set of nutrients.

When the members of the set of nutrients are

identified, each member has an associated nutrition constraint.

4.4.3 The Model Viewing Window

The model viewing window combines graphical and textual methods
for viewing the model schema.
viewed using this method.

The DAG portion of the model schema is

This method of looking at a model allows

the modeler to easily see the overall organization of the model.

Figure 8 shows the model viewing window for the feed mixing problem
described in section 4.4.1.
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The feed mixing problem, Feed_Mix, is broken into three smaller
parts:

Feed Costs,

Nutrients, and
Feed Weight.

A grouping of the smaller parts is represented by the LP-GROUP
object, Feed_Mix, shown in the model viewing window by three offset,
rounded rectangles.

The purpose of having a grouping object is to

allow the modeler to subdivide and organize the model in a way that
makes sense within the problem environment.

The LP-BASIC object, Feed_Costs, is shown in the model viewing
window as a single rounded rectangle.

Feed_Costs represents the

objective function in the feed mixing problem.
minimize the total cost of all the feeds.

The objective is to

The cost of each feed is

bound at run time, thus, the coefficient is unbound (a parameter)
rather than a value.

The model viewing window shows only an

abbreviated or summary form of the information that is contained in
the LP-BASIC object, Feed_Costs.

This abbreviated form is an

algebraic representation of the objective function.

Another LP-BASIC object, Feed_Weight, represents a single
constraint, Weight, in the mixing problem model.

The constraint is

that the total weight of all the feeds must be less than some yet to
be specified maximum allowed weight.

The coefficient in the weight

constraint is represented by a value, "1," because it will not vary
among different runs of the model and so is bound at the time the
model is designed.

The maximum weight allowed is represented by the

unbound right hand side, Max_Wgt, which will be bound at run time.

The LP-REPEAT object, Nutrients, represents a set of similar
sub-objects.

An LP-REPEAT object is shown in the model viewing

window by a repeated, rounded rectangle.

In the feed mixing problem

the constraint, Nutrition, constitutes the LP-BASIC object, Nutrient,

which is repeated over the set represented by the LP-REPEAT object,
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Nutrients.

In this way a separate constraint is created for each

element in the set of elements that is bound to the LP-REPEAT object.

In the feed mixing problem, each constraint in the set will be
different because the values that are bound to the unbound
coefficients and the unbound right hand side will each be different,
How

thus creating a unique though structurally similar constraint.

each of the constraints is individualized is explained in Section
4.5.3.
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4.4.4 The Variable Set Window

Figure 9 shows the variable set window, with the underlying
information summarized, for the feed mixing problem shown in Figure
8.

The VAR-SETS-ECR in the variable set window is based on the

entity-category-relationship data model.
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The VAR-SETS-ECR, shown in Figure 9, for defining the feed
mixing problem has two sets, Feeds and Nutrients, with multiple
items.

These sets are represented by the rectangular "entity" symbol

in the variable set window.

The entity, Feeds, represents the set of decision variables,
Feed Used, considered for the solution to the mixing problem.

The

costs associated with those feeds in the objective function are
represented by the unbound coefficient, Feed Cost, and associated
with the entity, Feeds.

An unbound coefficient is a parameter

representing a coefficient or set of coefficients that the modeler
does not wish to bind to the specific value or values until run time.

The nutritional value provided for a typical nutrient by each feed is

represented by the unbound coefficient, NutrProvd.

Because the

constraint that uses Nutr_Provd is repeated over the set Nutrients,

Nutr Provd will be moved to a relationship between Feeds and
Nutrients when the DATA-IN-ECR is created (See figure 14).

This

process is further explained in section 4.5.3 which shows the DATAIN-ECR.

The entity, Nutrients, represents a set for which each member
has an associated constraint in the linear programming model
representation of the mixing problem.

This association is shown by

the repeat variable, Nutrients, in the entity, Nutrients, and the
repeat variable's association with the Nutrients object in the LPModel.

The entity, Nutrients, has a category, Nutrient, represented by
a hexagonal box in the variable set window.
is a subset of the Entity, Nutrients.

The category, Nutrient,

This set-subset relationship

is represented by the line with the subset marker.
Nutrient, is restricted to one member.

The category,

Sets restricted to one member

are called singleton sets and are designated by a "1" in the entity,
category, or relationship symbol representing that singleton set.

A

singleton category can represent a particular element of a set, or a
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representative element of the set.

In the example mixing problem,

the singleton category, Nutrient, is a representative element of the
set represented by the entity, Nutrients.

The unbound-RHS, Nutr_Req,

represents the nutritional requirement for a nutrient in the problem.

In addition, a singleton entity representing a single animal or
single group of animals to be treated atomically is shown.

The

singleton entity, Animal, is represented in the variable set window
as a rectangle with a "1" in it.

The maximum total weight allowed

for all the feeds is represented by the unbound-RHS, Max_Wgt.

4.4.5 The Object Editor

The detailed information specific to each object is entered
using the object editor which has a window-oriented, textual
interface.

The object editor is the starting place for a group of

structured input forms for building LP-BASIC, LP-GROUP and LP-REPEAT
objects.

Figure 9 shows the object editor window with the LP-BASIC

object, Nutrient, displayed in the front; the LP-REPEAT object,

Nutrients, in the middle; and the LP-GROUP, Feed Mix behind.
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The LP-BASIC object, Nutrient, shown in the object editor window
in Figure 10 has:

the object number, 2, and name, Nutrient;
the object function elements, the object Nutrient has none;
the name of the constraint, Nutrition;

an algebraic summary of the structure of the constraint; and
the bounds, the object Nutrient has none.

The LP-REPEAT object, Nutrients, shown in the second object
editor window in Figure 10 has:
the object number, 4, and name, Nutrients;

the name, Nutrient, of the object to be repeated; and
the name, Nutrients, of the set over which Nutrient is to be
repeated.

The LP-GROUP object, Feed_Mix, shown in the third object editor
window in Figure 10 has:
the object number, 5, and name, Feed_Mix;

the names, Feed_Costs, Nutrients, and Feed_Weight of the objects
to be grouped; and

a sign for each of the sub objects to indicate whether the
objective function in the sub object matches (MIN-MIN, or MAXMAX) or whether it needs to be switched (MIN-MAX or MAX-MIN).

The window can be scrolled so that all parts of large objects
can be seen.

The modeler can "thumb through" the objects by clicking

the forward or backward triangle at the lower left of the window.

The modeler can jump to an object by using the letters at the right
of the window.

The three buttons at the lower right of the window

allow the modeler to select the type of object: LP-BASIC, LP-GROUP,
or LP-REPEAT.

The modeler can choose to insert a new object, delete

the selected object or make a copy of the currently selected object.

The modeler can alter the selected object by bringing up the
appropriate structured input form.

Sample of structured input forms

are in the sections relating to specific objects.
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4.4.6 LP-BASIC Objects

Nodes representing the LP-BASIC objects form the leaves of the
tree (DAG) representing the model schema.

The three LP-BASIC objects

used in the feed mixing example are as follows:

Object I: Feed Costs
Objective:
minimize z = 2 + Feed Costi * Feed Usedi
iEFeeds

Object 2: Nutrient
Nutrition Constraint:
2 + Nutr_Provdi * Feed_Usedi > Nutr_Req
iEFeeds

Object 3: Feed_Weight
Weight Constraint:
2
+ 1 * Feed_Usedi < Wgt_Allwd
iEFeeds

The first object is used to express the goal--to minimize the
total cost of feeds for all the feeds used.

The second object is

used to show that for a given nutrient, the sum of the nutrient
provided by the feeds must exceed the nutritional requirements of the
animal.

The third object is used to show that the total weight of

the feed may not exceed some maximum.

These parts of a model are called LP-BASIC objects in HELM
because they represent an item with a basic structure in a model.

Remember that an object represents a type or class of structurally
similar members.

For example, the nutrition constraint expressed as

object 2 may be used any number of times depending on the number of
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nutrients the modeler wishes to consider.

Each unique LP-BASIC

object in a model is identified with a certain kind of thing,
activity, or attribute.

In the standard form of linear programming model, coefficients,

variables, and right hand side values all have a units of measure
associated with them in such a way as to make the units for each
constraint as well as the units for the objective function
consistent.

The units of measure that are commonly used for a

particular value may not be the same as the units of measure
necessary for constraint or objective function consistency.
the unit of measures are explicitly stated.

In HELM,

The HELM design has a

unit conversion module for automatically converting the commonly used
units to the units used for model consistency.
module is not yet implemented.

The unit conversion

When added, the unit conversion

module will allow a great deal of freedom for the modeler to allow
the user to specify the data in the form most commonly used and then
to have the system convert it to the appropriate units of measure for
model consistency.

LP-BASIC objects are defined by using structured input forms.

Structured input forms for entering a constraint and for entering the
objective function are shown in Figure 11.

The constraint input

form is shown with the information for Object 3, the Weight
constraint.

The objective function input form in Figure 11 is shown

with the objective function information from Object 1.13

Additional

structured input forms not shown include forms for:
bounds,

coefficients and right hand sides, and
variable selection.

13 Both the input forms in Figure 10 were shortened so they
would fit together on a page.
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The fields in the structured input form assist in the process of
designing the model.

The sign fields and the operator fields are

toggled and only allow "legal" choices to be selected.

The decision variable fields require the modeler to select an
entity, category, or relationship in the variable set ECR with which
the decision variable is associated.

Having selected the relation

the modeler then either selects an existing decision variable
attribute or enters a new decision variable attribute.

If a

singleton relation is selected then the summation is deactivated.

If

a multiple value set is selected then the summation is turned on.
The coefficient and right hand side fields allow the modeler to:
enter a value, or
select an existing coefficient attribute of an entity, category,

or relationship in the variable set ECR that is consistent with
the definition of the decision variable, or
add a new coefficient attribute to an entity, category or
relationship in the variable set ECR that is consistent with the
definition of the decision variable.

The selections that are consistent for a right hand side are only
those entities, categories or relationships that have been designated
as singletons.

The selections that are consistent for a coefficient

include:

coefficients defined on the same entity, category or
relationship as the associated decision variable;

coefficients defined on singleton entities, categories or
relationships.

If a singleton is selected for the coefficient then the coefficient
will be the same for each decision variable in the set.
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4.5 Model Integration

Model parts expressed as LP-BASIC objects are combined into
compound objects by a process called model integration.

Model

integration of sub-models into "larger" sub-models continues until
HELM provides two

the model structure has been completely defined.
basic methods for model integration:

repeating an object some number of times, and
grouping together different types of objects to form a larger
integrated whole.

The interior nodes of the tree are either LP-REPEAT or LP-GROUP
objects.

The purpose of these nodes is to repeat or group the LP-

BASIC nodes and other compound nodes like building blocks to form
larger models.

4.5.1 LP-REPEAT Objects

LP-REPEAT model integration repeats an LP-BASIC or compound
object some number of times.

For example, the modeler may want to

represent several time periods for which the model is structurally
similar.

Or, as in the feed example, the modeler may want to

represent several nutrients, each of which must be provided in
sufficient quantities for the animal to remain healthy.

The number of times the object is repeated in an instance of the
model schema is determined by the cardinality of the set specified by
the modeler as the repeat variable.

When an object is repeated, each

set of decision variables is specified to be unique for each
repetition of the model or the same in all repetitions by its parent
object.

In addition, the modeler can specify whether unique values

are needed for coefficients and right hand sides represented as
unbound or whether the same value is used in all repetitions.
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For example in a feed mix problem, the group of decision
variables represented by the set, "feeds", is the same group of
decision variables for each repetition of the object (Object 2:
Nutrient) representing a constraint for a single nutrient.

The

decision variables are the same because a single feed provides
multiple nutrients.

These decision variables are called "shared

variables" because the same decision variables are used in more than
one sub-object.

The unbound coefficients and right hand sides are

unique for each repetition because the amount of each nutrient
provided by a given feed and the amount of each nutrient needed by
the animal is different for each nutrient.

Thus, Object 4 specifies the following transformation of the
Nutrition Constraint from Object 2:

E + Nutr Provdi * Feed Usedi > Nutr_Req
iEFeeds

becomes

For each jENutrients

Nutr_Req
2A-Nutr_ Provdlj *FeedUsed->-1
iEFeeds

A different kind of example is an object to represent products
that are purchased, sold, and have inventories that are to be
repeated for several time periods.

In this situation, the decision

variables used to represent ending inventories for period 1 are the
same as the decision variables used to represent the beginning
inventories for period 2.

Decision variables representing products

purchased and sold are unique for each time period.

The inventory
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decision variables are "shared" while the product purchase and sales
decision variables are not shared.

When an LP-REPEAT object is created, the user can choose whether
the system is to assume that either no shared decision variables
The

exist or that each matching set of decision variables is shared.

user can override this default for individual variables by using the
shared variable editor.

For example, in the example of the feeds the

modeler chooses the default that all variables are to be shared and
no further editing is necessary.

In the example of the inventories

the modeler chooses the default that no decision variables are
considered shared.

Then, the modeler would "match" the decision

variable sets used for period 2 "beginning" with period 1 "ending"
inventories.

Example of a LP-REPEAT Object:

Object 4: Nutrients
For each element of the set Nutrients repeat
Object 2: Nutrient
Decision Variables
Feed Used are shared
Coefficients
Nutr _ Provd are unique

Right Hand Sides

Nutr_Req are unique

This is interpreted by HELM as:
For each jENutrients
Nutrition Constraint.1-*

2
+Nutr Provdij * Feed_Usedi >= Nutr_Reqj
iEFeeds
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The structured input form for the LP-REPEAT object, Nutrients,
is shown in Figure 12.

The contents of the field for the Sub-Object

Name can be any object that does not create a cycle in the graph.
This establishes the LP-REPEAT-ARC.

The repeat variable is selected

as an attribute of an entity, category, or relationship in the
variable sets ECR in the same way that the selection is made for
decision variables.

Whether or not the decision variables,

coefficients, and right hand sides are to be considered shared for
all repetitions of the sub-object is determined by the selections
made with the radio buttons.

If either of the "Some" buttons are

chosen then the modeler must individually determine for each item
whether it is to be the same for all repetitions or not.
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Sub-Object Name

Repeat Variable

Nutrient

Nutrients

Repeat Variable is Ordered

_t.

Defaults for Sub-models

Variable Default
® A11 Shared

Coefficient Default
O All the Same

o All Different

0 All Different

O Some Shared

O Some the Same

Figure 12 : Structured Input Form for an LP-REPEAT Object
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4.5.2 LP-GROUP Objects

Another form of model integration combines different types of
objects into a compound object called an LP-GROUP object.
primary purpose of LP-GROUP objects is organizational.

The

LP-GROUP

objects allow the modeler to combine objects in a way that
facilitates understanding, debugging, and updating the model.

An LP-GROUP object is a collection of two or more objects that
have different structures.

Example of a LP-GROUP Object:

Object 5: Feed Mix
Minimize
+ Object 1: Feed Costs
+ Object 3: Feed Weight
+ Object 4: Nutrients

This is interpreted by HELM as combining the objects to form the
complete model as follows:
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Objective:

minimizez=2FeedCost.*Feed
Used-1
1
ieFeeds

Weight Constraint:

2 + 1 * Feed_Usedi < Wgt_Allowed
iEFeeds

For each jENutrients
Nutrition Constraintj:

+Nutr Provdij * Feed Usedi > Nutr_Reqj
ic Feeds
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The structured input form for an LP-GROUP object is shown in
Figure 13.

defined.

The sub objects are selected from those that have been
Selections are restricted to those that will not create

cycles in the graph.

Feed-Mil-1

Elernents
Sub-Ob ect Name
Feed_Costs

Nutrients

I

Feed_Weight

U
U
U

AlwAgimmottatkAa

Figure 13

:

Structured Input Form for a LP-GROUP Object
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4.5.3 The DATA-IN-ECR

The DATA-IN-ECR is an entity-category-relationship data model,

database schema specifically tailored to collect the data needed to
complete a model instance.

The DATA-IN-ECR is created by the HELM

program from information in the model schema.
In the example, the data needed to complete the animal nutrition
problem are:

the feeds to be used and the cost of each,

the nutrients to be considered and the amounts of each nutrient
needed,

the amount of each nutrient provided by each feed, and
the total weight allowed for the feed.

Figure 14 shows the DATA-IN-ECR automatically created by the
HELM program for the animal nutrition example.

In Figure 14, the

feeds to be used and their respective costs are collected in the
table represented by the entity, Feeds.

The nutrients to be

considered and the amounts of each nutrient are collected in the
relation represented by the entity, Nutrients.

The amount of each

nutrient provided by each feed is collected in the table represented
by the relationship between Feeds and Nutrients called Feed&Nutr.

This table was added to the schema because in the LP-REPEAT object
the coefficient Nutr Provd was declared to be unique for each
repetition for the constraint, thus a unique value is needed for each
feed/nutrient combination.

The total weight allowed is collected in

the single element entity, Animal.
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* File

Edit

flnalyze Tables

Font

Style

Layout

Nutrn.dbf

6
SS
<

Feeds

Nutrients (Key, 8 char)
Nutr_Req (Numeric)

[Feed-Used (Key, 8 char) I
Feed-Cost (Numeric)

>

(Combination Key, 8 char)
Nutrients (Combi nation Key, 8 char)
Nutr_Provd (Numeric)
Feed_Used

(Structure)

Animal
L

( Data

Max_Wgt (Numeric)

)

Figure 14

:

Example of The DATA-IN-ECR
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4.5.4 The DATA-OUT-TABLE

The DATA-OUT-TABLE is a summary of the information in the HELM
schema and paths to any additional information needed from the DATAThe DATA-OUT-TABLE is

IN-ECR to complete an instance of the model.

organized in a form that is somewhat similar to M.P.S. format
converted to table form except that items can be represented by sets
as well as individually.

Figure 15 shows the DATA-OUT-TABLE for the nutrition example.

Table values can be literal (shown in "quotes") or symbolic (shown
with ^preceding).

A literal value means the item represents the

actual field value in M.P.S. format.

A symbolic value means that the

literal value is stored in the referenced field of the DATA-IN-ECR.

The "Section" field tells where in the M.P.S. format the items
represented by that entry will go.

The sections possible are:

rows,

columns,

right hand side, and
bounds.14

The "set" field represents the set (if any) over which the entry is
to be repeated.

How field 1, field 2, field 3, and field 4 are to be

used is dependant on the section of the entry.

Each section is

described separately.

In the "rows" section only field 1 and field 2 are used.
1

is used to designate the type of the row.

Field

For the objective

function rows an "N" is used to indicate the objective function is to
be minimized and an "X" is used to indicate the objective function is
to be maximized.

For constraint rows an "E" represents an "="

operator, a "G" represents ">", and "L" represents "<".

Field 2

represents the objective function or constraint identifier.

14 See Appendix C for a complete description of M.P.S. format.
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In the "columns" section field 2, field 3, and field 4 are used
for (column, row, value) triples.15

The "Right Hand Side" section

fields are the same as the "column" section fields with the column
identifier in field 2 identifying the item as a right hand side.
In the "bounds" section all four fields are used.

Field 1 is

used for designating whether it is an upper (UP) or lower (1_0) bound.

Field 2 is used to represent the group of bounds, field 3 is used to
represent the column identifier, and field 4 is used for the value of
the bound.

15 M.P.S. format allows a second row and value to be specified
in the same entry. This feature was not included in this
program for simplicity.
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Section

Field

Field 3

Field 2

Field 4

SET

1

ROWS

"N"

"OBJ"

COLUMNS

^FEEDS.
FEED USED

"OBJ"

^FEEDS.
FEED COST

FEEDS

COLUMNS

^FEEDS.
FEED USED

"WEIGHT"

"1.00"

FEEDS

ROWS

"G"

NUTRIENTS

^NUTRIENTS.
NUTRIENT

RHS

"RHS"

^NUTRIENTS.
NUTRIENT

^NUTRIENTS.
NUT REQ

NUTRIENTS

COLUMNS

^FEEDS&
NUTRIENTS.
FEED USED

^FEEDS&
NUTRIENTS.
NUTRIENT

^FEEDS&
NUTRIENTS.
NUT PROVD

FEEDS&
NUTRIENTS

"WEIGHT"

"ANIMAL.
MAX WGT

ROWS

RHS

"L"

"WEIGHT"

"RHS"

1

Figure 15

:

Example of a DATA-OUT-TABLE
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The first two entries in the DATA-OUT-TABLE are from the
Feed Costs object.

The N in the first entry indicates that the

objective is to be minimized.

The second entry is the objective

function elements defined in the Feed Costs object.

The next three

items show the information from the Weight constraint in the
Feed_Weight object.

The last three items are the combination of the

information from the Nutrition constraint in the Nutrient object and
the information from the LP-REPEAT object Nutrients.
Figure 16 shows how the information in the Example DATA-OUTTABLE is reorganized for the M.P.S. file.

The items that are in

"quotes" would appear in the entry(s) and those with the leading
would have the contents of the attribute in the named relation in the
DATA-IN-ECR.
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"NAME", AFILENAME

"ROWS"
("N", "OBJ")

(("G", ANUTRIENTS.NUTRIENT))
on NUTRIENTS
("L", "WEIGHT")

"COLUMNS"
((AFEEDS.FEED USED, "OBJ", AFEEDS.FEED COST))
on FEEDS

((AFEEDS.FEED_USED, "WEIGHT", "1.00"))
on FEEDS
((AFEEDS&NUTRIENTS.FEED USED,
AFEEDS&NUTRIENTS.NUTRTENT,
AFEEDS&NUTRIENTS.NUTR PROVD)
on FEEDS&NUTRIENTS

"RHS"

(("RHS", ANUTRIENTS.NUTRIENT, ANUTRIENTS.NUTR REQ))
on NUTRIENTS

("RHS", "WEIGHT", AANIMAL,WGTALLWD)

"BOUNDS"
"ENDDATA"

Figure 16

:

Example of Parameterized M.P.S. Format
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4.6 Data Acquisition and Conversion to M.P.S. Format

In this section, data-acquisition using M-ECR is shown using the
nutrition example problem.

Then, the process of combining schema and

data is discussed and the process is demonstrated with the nutrition
example problem.

Finally, an M.P.S. format file for the example

problem is shown.

4.6.1 Acquiring Data with M-ECR

M-ECR is a very simple database system that was developed for
use in the data acquisition process for the HELM system.

M-ECR has

several interesting features; (1) a graphic database design tool, and
(2) the ability to store "meta" information about attributes (e.g.
units of measure expected) in the database schema.
features and windows of M-ECR are discussed here.

Only a few of the
For a more

complete description of M-ECR see Maithel (1988].
There are four relations in the DATA-IN-ECR for the animal
nutrition example.

The DATA-IN-ECR in M-ECR is shown in Figure 14.

The four relations and a possible data set are summarized in Figure
17.

This particular case data set has:

three feeds, STANDARD, ENRICHED, and ADDITIVE available with
their respective costs in the relation FEEDS;

three nutrients, NUTR_A, NUTR_B, and NUTR_C to be considered
with the respective nutritional needs of the animals in the
NUTRIENTS relation;

the amount of each nutrient provided by each feed in the
FEED&NUTR relation; and
the maximum allowable weight in the ANIMAL relation.
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FEEDS
Feed Used
Feed Cost

NUTRIENTS
Nutr_Req
Nutrient

STANDARD
ENRICHED
ADDITIVE

NUTR A
NUTR B
NUTR C

0.25
0.50
3.00

Feed Used

FEED&NUTR
Nutrient

STANDARD
STANDARD
STANDARD
ENRICHED
ENRICHED
ENRICHED
ADDITIVE
ADDITIVE
ADDITIVE

NUTR _A
NUTR _B
NUTR_C
NUTR_A
NUTR_B
NUTR C
NUTR_A
NUTR B
NUTR C

Figure 17

Nutr_Provd
0.80
1.00
0.10
0.20
1.50
0.60

3.00
6.00
4.00

ANIMAL
Max_Wgt
6.00

0

3.00
2.00

:

Example DATA-IN-ECR Data
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4.6.2 Combining Schema and Data

The model schema from the example nutrition problem combined
with the case data shown in Figure 17 are combined to form the
complete model instance shown in tableau form in Figure 18.

The objective function shown is the result of the first two rows
in the DATA-OUT-TABLE combined with the data in the FEEDS relation in
the DATA-IN-ECR.

Three constraints, one for each nutrient, are

constructed from the middle three entries in the DATA-OUT-TABLE and
the data in the NUTRIENTS and the FEED&NUTR relations in the DATA-INECR.

The WEIGHT constraint is constructed from the information in

the last three entries in the DATA-OUT-TABLE and the ANIMAL relation.

Row ID

STANDARD

ENRICHED

ADDITIVE

OBJ

0.25

0.50

3.00

NUTR_A

0.80

0.20

NUTR B

1.00

1.50

NUTR C

0.10

WEIGHT

1.00

Figure 18

:

OPERATOR

RHS

MINIMIZE
>

3.00

3.00

>

6.00

0.60

2.00

>

4.00

1.00

1.00

<

6.00

Example With Data in Tableau Form
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4.6.3 M.P.S. Format

Figure 19 shows the example problem and data in M.P.S. format.
For a more complete discussion of M.P.S. format see Appendix C.

NAME
ROWS
N
G
G
G

FILE NAME
OBJ
NUTR A
NUTR _B

NUTR C
WEIGHT
COLUMNS
STANDARD
STANDARD
STANDARD
STANDARD
STANDARD
ENRICHED
ENRICHED
ENRICHED
ENRICHED
ENRICHED
ADDITIVE
ADDITIVE
ADDITIVE
ADDITIVE
RHS
RHS
RHS
RHS
RHS
BOUNDS
ENDDATA
L

OBJ
WEIGHT
NUTR A
NUTR _B
NUTR _C

OBJ
WEIGHT
NUTR _A
NUTR _B
NUTR _C

OBJ
WEIGHT
NUTR B
NUTR_C

WEIGHT
NUTR _A

NUTR B
NUTR_C

Figure 19

:

0.25
1.00
0.80
1.00
0.10
0.50
1.00
0.20
1.50
0.60
3.00
1.00
3.00
2.00
6.00
3.00
6.00
4.00

Example Problem in M.P.S. Format
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Chapter 5: Formal Specification of HELM Structures

This chapter has the specification of the structures used in
HELM and related systems.

One of the primary structures used to

describe HELM is the directed acyclic graph (DAG).

In addition to

textual descriptions of the syntax, figures showing graphic
representations of many of the DAGs are presented in chapter 4.
Processes associated with HELM are omitted from the formal
definition.

This specification is not intended to be a summary of the
computer code but a theoretical basis for concept development.

The

parts of the system that are related to representation of models in
general are separated from those portions that relate specifically to
the linear programming model form.

This separation is made to

facilitate transferring the model representation methods developed to
other modeling domains.

A TYPE-DEFINITION is used to express the form of objects used in
the HELM system.

A TYPE-DEFINITION is a series of slots that can

contain one or more items representing attributes of that TYPE of
object.

The attributes represented include data-structures

associated with an object of that TYPE as well as restrictions on the
legal states of an instance of that TYPE.
TYPE-DEFINITION are summarized in Table 1.

The slots used in the
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Table

1

: Type Definition Template

an identifier to uniquely specify a

TYPE-ID

TYPE.

PARENT-TYPES

for inheritance of structure,
restrictions, and display options,
this slot places the object TYPE in
the object hierarchy.

INSTANCE-STRUCTURE-TEMPLATE

for specifying component parts of an
instance of an object in addition to
those inherited from PARENT-TYPES.

CONTEXT-RESTRICTIONS

additional restrictions on an object
used as a field in a larger object
(ie. restrictions that apply to an
object only if used within this
context).

5.1 The HELM Program and a HELM-MODEL

The HELM program can be thought of as a HELM-MODEL, groups of
files, and input/output facilities.
in detail.

Only the HELM-MODEL is defined

The input/output processes were described in Chapter 4.

A HELM-MODEL schema consisting of a six nodes and eight arcs is
shown in Figure 20.

The nodes are as follows:

a linear programming model schema, LP-MODEL;
a variable set schema, VAR-SETS-ECR;
a units of measure set, UNITS;

the process, MAKE-DI-DO, that creates the DATA-IN-ECR and the
DATA-OUT-TABLE from the information in the linear programming
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model schema, LP-MODEL, the variable set schema, VAR-SETSECR, and the units of measure set, UNITS;

the DATA-IN-ECR-SCHEMA to be used for collecting the
additional information to complete the model; and
the DATA-OUT-TABLE to be used for creating the M.P.S. format
file of a model instance.

The three arcs in the helm model shown in Figure 20 show the
sources of information used in the process MAKE-DI-DO.

These arc

shows that the data in the "from" node is used by the "to" process.

The two arcs out of MAKE-DI-DO show that two additional data
structures are created by the process.

These arc shows that the "to"

node is created or modified by the "from" process.

Three MAPPING-ARCS are shown in Figure 20 with arrows at each
end.

The three MAPPING-ARCS connect:
LP-MODEL/VAR-SETS-ECR,

LP-MODEL/UNITS, and
VAR-SETS-ECR/UNITS.

The MAPPING-ARCS show that the connected data structures are
interrelated on a more detailed level.
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HELM-MODEL

LP-MODEL

DATA-IN-ECR-

VAR-SETS-ECR

DATA-OUT-TABLE

SCHEMA

Figure 20 : Graphic Representation of a HELM-MODEL
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5.2 LP-MODEL

The definition of the LP-MODEL is divided into four sections.

The first section defines the overall structure of the LP-MODEL as a
DAG with NODES and ARCS.

The DAG is defined separately from the

underlying structures to facilitate the transferring the model
representation methods to other modeling domains.

The second section

defines the LP-BASIC object including many sub parts.
section defines the LP-REPEAT object.

The third

The last section defines the

LP-GROUP object.

5.2.1 The DAG, NODES and ARCS

A HELM linear programming model schema is a directed-acyclic
graph, LP-MODEL.

A directed-acyclic graph is called a DAG.

An

instance of a DAG is a set of nodes, NODE-SET, and a set of arcs,
ARC-SET.

The ARCs in the ARC-SET must be both FROM and TO an object

in the NODE-SET for that particular DAG.

For a particular DAG

additional restrictions can exist on the type of NODEs that can be
included in the NODE-SET or the type of ARCs that can be included in
the ARC-SET.
DAG.

Those are listed in the CONTEXT-RESTRICTIONS for the

Each DAG used in HELM is individually defined in this chapter.
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TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = DAG
PARENT-TYPES = OBJECT
INSTANCE-STRUCTURE-TEMPLATE =
NODE-SET : SET

ARC-SET

:

SET

CONTEXT-RESTRICTIONS NODE-SET

I

ARC-SET

I

MEMBER-TYPES =

MEMBER-TYPES =
MEMBERS =

{NODE+)

{ARC+)

(MEMBERSi =I to s

MEMBERSi.FROM-END E
MEMBERSi.TO-END

and

E

I

NODE-SET.MEMBERS
NODE-SET.MEMBERS)

The DAG, LP-MODEL, is restricted to a tree form.

The NODE-SET

in the LP-MODEL is restricted to LP-REPEAT-NODE, LP-GROUP-NODE, and
LP-BASIC-NODE.

The ARC-SET is restricted to LP-REPEAT-ARC and LP-

The ARCS in the LP-MODEL go from the leaves

INCLUDE-ARC type arcs.

toward the root of the tree.

TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = LP-MODEL
PARENT-TYPES = DAG
CONTEXT-RESTRICTIONS =
NODE-SET

I

MEMBER-TYPES =

(LP-REPEAT-NODE, LP-GROUP-NODE, LP-BASIC-NODE)
ARC-SET

I

MEMBER-TYPES =

(LP-REPEAT-ARC, LP-INCLUDE-ARC)
For All a,b

E ARC-SET a.FROM-END # b.FROM-END

A NODE is an object used to represent an object in a DAG.

example, a node can be used to represent a data structure or a

For
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process in a DAG that represents a model.

A NODE is an object such

that:

TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = NODE
PARENT-TYPES = OBJECT
INSTANCE-STRUCTURE-TEMPLATE =
NODE-NAME

:

STRING

COORDINATES

:

DISPLAY-COORDINATES

FR-PORT

: ARC-PORT

TO-PORT

: ARC-PORT

NODE-STRUCTURE : OBJECT-ID
CONTEXT-RESTRICTIONS =
FR-PORT = ARC-PORT
TO-PORT =

1

ARC-PORT

MEMBERSi.FROM-END = SELF16
1

MEMBERSi.TO-END

= SELF

The NODE-NAME is the name given to the NODE by the modeler.

The

maximum length of the NAME is twelve characters.

The FR-PORT for a NODE is a SET of ARCs that represent the
connections from that NODE to other NODEs.

The TO-PORT for a NODE is

a SET of ARCs that represents the connections to that NODE from other
NODEs.

Additional restrictions on either the FR-PORT or the TO-PORT

can be made on particular types of NODEs.

The NODE-STRUCTURE is a

pointer to the object that the NODE represents in the DAG.

The TYPE

of that object may be restricted for particular TYPEs of NODEs.

The LP-MODEL has three types of nodes, one of which is the LPREPEAT-NODE.

The LP-REPEAT-NODE.NODE-STRUCTURE is an LP-REPEAT

object, defined later.

An LP-REPEAT-NODE has exactly one LP-REPEAT-

16 SELF refers to the particular instantiation of the type being
defined.
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ARC connecting it to a "child" or subpart NODE and can be the child
NODE for either another LP-REPEAT-NODE or a LP-GROUP-NODE.

TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = LP-REPEAT-NODE
PARENT-TYPES = NODE

CONTEXT-RESTRICTIONS =
NODE STRUCTURE. OBJECT -TYPE = LP-REPEAT

TO-PORT = ARC-PORT

I

MEMBER-TYPES = (LP-INCLUDE-ARC, LP-REPEAT-ARC)
FR-PORT = ARC-PORT

I

MEMBER-TYPES = (LP-REPEAT-ARC)
and

'MEMBERS' = 1 (cardinality 1)

An

The LP-GROUP-NODE.NODE-STRUCTURE is an LP-GROUP TYPE object.

LP-GROUP-NODE can have any number of "children" connected by LPINCLUDE-ARCs and can be the "child" of either another LP-GROUP-NODE
or an LP-REPEAT-NODE.

TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = LP-GROUP-NODE
PARENT-TYPES = NODE
CONTEXT-RESTRICTIONS =
NODE STRUCTURE. OBJECT -TYPE = LP-GROUP

TO-PORT = ARC-PORT

1

MEMBER-TYPES = (LP-INCLUDE-ARC, LP-REPEAT-ARC)
FR-PORT = ARC-PORT

I

MEMBER-TYPES = (LP-INCLUDE-ARC)

The LP-BASIC-NODE.NODE-STRUCTURE is an LP-BASIC TYPE object.

An
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LP-BASIC-NODE has no "children" and can be the "child" of either an
LP-GROUP-NODE or an LP-REPEAT-NODE.

TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = LP-BASIC-NODE
PARENT-TYPES = NODE
CONTEXT-RESTRICTIONS =

NODE-STRUCTURE.OBJECT-TYPE = LP-BASIC
TO-PORT = ARC-PORT

1

MEMBER-TYPES = (LP-INCLUDE-ARC, LP-REPEAT-ARC)
IFR- PORT.MEMBERSI = 0

(cardinality 0)

An ARC is a connection between two objects.

In a DAG an ARC is

used to connect two NODEs and represents some relationship between
the two objects.

Because an ARC is also an object, in addition to

having two ENDs, FROM-END and TO-END, it also has its own OBJECT-ID.
Each END is (points to) the object to which it is connected.

ARCs

are displayed as lines connecting the two objects designated as ENDs.
The type definition for an ARC is as follows:

TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = ARC
PARENT-TYPES = OBJECT
INSTANCE-STRUCTURE-TEMPLATE =
FROM-END

:

TO-END

: OBJECT-ID

ARC-STRUCTURE

:

OBJECT-ID

OBJECT-ID

An ARC can have additional structure, ARC-STRUCTURE.
of the structure is dependant on the TYPE of the ARC.
represent sets of other ARCs.

The TYPE

ARCs can

For example, a MAPPING-ARC between two
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NODEs can represent a set of individual connections between specific
parts of the two NODEs.

To define the MAPPING-ARC, notation for containment is needed.

To represent the concept "contained by", object A being a part of (or
contained within) object B the symbol c is used (e.g. A c B).

To

represent the concept "contains", object B contains or has a part
that is object A the symbol D is used (e.g. B D A).

The mapping can be expressed as a mapping function with
parameters.

For example, in a relational database the mapping could

be expressed as pairs of attributes with matching entries.

TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = MAPPING-ARC
PARENT-TYPES = ARC
CONTEXT-RESTRICTIONS =

ARC-STRUCTURE.OBJECT-TYPE = MAPPING-FUNCTION-CALL
and

PARAMETER-SET.MEMBER1 c FROM-END

and

PARAMETER-SET.MEMBER2 c TO-END

A FUNCTION-CALL is a FUNCTION definition and a SET of
parameters.

MAPPING-FUNCTIONS that are used without further

definition are:

SUBSET-FUNCTION-CALL
RELATIONSHIP-FUNCTION-CALL

GROUP-VARIABLE-MAPPING-FUNCTION-CALL
REPEAT-VARIABLE-MAPPING-FUNCTION-CALL.

The ARC-SET of the LP-MODEL is restricted to two types of arcs:
LP-REPEAT-ARCs and LP- INCLUDE -ARCS.

The LP- REPEAT -ARCS are "from" an

object of the LP-REPEAT type to a "to" object of any legal type.

An

LP-REPEAT-ARC connects a LP-REPEAT-NODE to a child NODE of any type.

An LP-REPEAT-ARC is a MAPPING-FUNCTION-ARC which means that it
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represents a set of ARCs connecting specific subparts of the two
connected NODES.

In this case, the parts that are being connected

are the decision variables.

TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = LP-REPEAT-ARC
PARENT-TYPES = MAPPING-FUNCTION-ARC

CONTEXT-RESTRICTIONS =
ARC-STRUCTURE.OBJECT-TYPE =
REPEAT-VARIABLE-MAPPING-FUNCTION-CALL

The LP-INCLUDE-ARCs are "from" an LP-GROUP-NODE to a "to" object of
any legal type.

These ARCs are formally defined later in this

chapter.

TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = LP-INCLUDE-ARC
PARENT-TYPES = MAPPING-FUNCTION-ARC
CONTEXT-RESTRICTIONS =

ARC-STRUCTURE.OBJECT-TYPE =
GROUP-VARIABLE-MAPPING-FUNCTION-CALL

In a particular LP-MODEL an ARC represents a part-of
relationship.

(FROM-END, TO-END) means that the TO-END NODE is a

subpart of FROM-END NODE.
connected.

Restrictions exist on how the nodes can be

LP-BASIC-NODEs cannot have other objects as subparts.

LP-REPEAT-NODEs have exactly one object repeated some number of times
as a subpart.

LP- GROUP -NODES have one or more subparts each included

exactly once.

LP-REPEAT-ARC and LP-INCLUDE-ARC are sets of variable mappings
that associate each variable set of the sub-object, TO-END NODE, with
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a variable set(s) of the FROM-END NODE.

The TO-END NODE is the sub-

object whose TYPE can be a LP-GROUP-NODE, a LP-REPEAT-NODE, or a LPBASIC-NODE.

For an LP-REPEAT-ARC, two or more instances of the sub-

object NODE are mapped to the "from" object NODE.

For an LP-INCLUDE-ARC, each variable set from NODE is mapped to
exactly one variable set in NODE.

5.2.2 LP-BASIC

In this section, the structure of the LP-BASIC object and all
its subparts are defined.

The LP-BASIC-NODE is defined (Section

5.2.1) separately from the LP-BASIC object to allow for the
possibility of the same LP-BASIC object being associated with
multiple NODEs.

In general, two possibilities exist for the same

object being associated with multiple NODEs:

the same object could be used more than once within the same
DAG, and

multiple ways can exist for representing the MODEL as a DAG,
thus, the same object could appear in multiple DAGs.

A summary of the definition of the LP-BASIC object is given in
Table 2 then the LP-BASIC object is formally defined.
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Table

2

: Structure Summary of a LP-BASIC in the LP-MODEL

Description

LP-BASIC Definition

LP-BASIC= (MIN-MAX, OBJ-FUNC, LP-CONSTS
LP-BOUNDS)
MIN-MAX E {minimize, maximize}
OBJ-FUNC = SET of LP -TERMS
LP-TERMi E OBJ-FUNC
LP-TERMi = (COEFFICIENT, DVAR)
COEFFICIENT = (+, VF, CF-VAL,
CF-UNB, UNITS-MAP)
E { +, -}

VF E {value, unbound}
CF-VAL = (CFV, UNITS-MAP)
CFV is a STRING11+
UNITS-MAP is an ARC-PORT
CF-UNB is an ARC-PORT
DVAR-MAP is an ARC-PORT
LP-CONSTRAINTi E LP-CONSTS
LP-CONSTRAINTi =
(NAME, LP-CON-TERMS, OP, RHS)
NAME is a STRING8+
LP-TERMi E CON-TERMS
=, >, <}
OPERATOR E
RHS is a COEF
BOUNDi E LP-BOUNDS
BOUNDi = (HI, LO)
DVAR-MAP is an ARC-PORT
HI = + COEF
LO = + COEF

LP-BASIC
MIN-MAX Flag
OBJ-FUNC TERMS
TERM in OBJ-FUNC
LP-TERM

Coefficient
Sign
V/U Flag
C-VAL + UNIT
C-VAL
C-UNITS
C-MAP
Decision Var
Constraints
Const. Definition
Constraint Name
Const. Elements
Operator
Right Hand Side
Bounds
Bounds Element
Decision Var
Upper Bound
Lower Bound

In an LP-MODEL an LP-BASIC object is represented by the NODESTRUCTURE field in an LP-BASIC-NODE.

An LP-BASIC object has a

marker, MIN-MAX, to tell whether the objective function should be
minimized or maximized; a set of terms, OBJ-FUNC, that comprise the
body of the objective function; a set of 0 or more constraints, LP-
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CONSTS; and a set of 0 or more bounds, LP-BOUNDS.

Each part is

individually defined.

TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = LP-BASIC
PARENT-TYPES = OBJECT
INSTANCE-STRUCTURE-TEMPLATE =
MIN-MAX

:

FLAG

OBJ-FUNC

:

SET

LP-CONSTS : SET

LP-BOUNDS : SET
CONTEXT-RESTRICTIONS =
MIN-MAX
OBJ-FUNC
LP-CONSTS

LP-BOUNDS

FLAG-STATE E {minimize, maximize)

1

MEMBER-TYPES = (LP-TERM)

1

MEMBER-TYPES = (LP-CONSTRAINT)

1

MEMBER-TYPES = (LP-BOUND)

1

LP-TERM: Each element, LP-TERM, in the set OBJ-FUNC has a
COEFFICIENT; and a decision variable represented by DVAR.

TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = LP-TERM
PARENT-TYPES = OBJECT
INSTANCE-STRUCTURE-TEMPLATE =
COEFFICIENT : COEF
DVAR

: ARC-PORT

CONTEXT-RESTRICTIONS =
DVAR

1

IMEMBERSI = 1 (cardinality 1)

MEMBER-TYPES = (LP-VAR-MAP-ARC)

MEMBERS1.FROM-END = DVAR.OBJECT-ID
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COEF: A coefficient, COEF, consists of:
a sign, ±;

a flag, VAL-UNB, to specify if it is a "value" or

"unbound",

if it is a "value" then a text string, CF-VALUE, represents the
absolute value of the coefficient,

if it is "unbound" then CF-UNB represents the source of the
absolute value of the coefficient, and

a units of measure indicator, UNITS-MAP, to specify the units of
measure in which the coefficient as used in the constraint or
objective function is measured.

The UNITS-MAP is the ARC-PORT to map the coefficient to an item
in a unit of measure set.

Only one ARC of the type UNIT-MAP-ARC can

be in the ARC-SET for this kind of ARC-PORT.

The UNIT-MAP-ARC is

defined immediately following the definition for COEF.
The STRING, CF-VAL, is to be interpreted as a positive number.

In HELM, the sign is stored as a separate element so CF-VAL is an
unsigned number.

The restrictions on CF-VAL are the same as those of

a positive number with an implied sign in M.P.S. format.

The actual

sign is concatenated to the CF-VAL when the number is converted to
M.P.S. format.

Treating the sign as a separate part allows

manipulations to be done more easily.
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TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = COEF
PARENT-TYPES = OBJECT
INSTANCE-STRUCTURE-TEMPLATE =
+

:

FLAG

VAL-UNB

:

FLAG

CF-VAL

:

STRING11

CF-UNB

: ARC-PORT

UNITS-MAP : ARC-PORT

CONTEXT-RESTRICTIONS =
±.FLAG -STATE E (+, -)

VAL-UNB.FLAG-STATE E ("value", "unbound")
If VAL-UNB.FLAG-STATE = "value"
then CF-VAL.STRING =
Base of 1 or more digits such that:
0 or more digits: (0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9)
Decimal Point: ( . ) optional
0 or more digits: (0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9)
Optional Decimal Exponent such that:
( E )

(+, -) optional "+" implied
1 or 2 digits: (0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9)
else CF-VAL.STRING = the empty string
If VAL-UNB.FLAG-STATE = "unbound"
then ICF-UNB.MEMBERSI = 1 (cardinality 1)
else ICF-UNB.MEMBERSI = 0 (the empty set)
UNITS -MAPS

MEMBER-TYPES = (UNITS-MAP-ARC)
'MEMBERS' = 1 (cardinality 1)

MEMBER1.FROM-END = UNITS-MAP.OBJECT-ID

The UNITS-MAP-ARC ties an item to an entry in the UNITSDEFINITION-TABLE.
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TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = UNITS-MAP-ARC
PARENT-TYPES = MAP-ARC
CONTEXT-RESTRICTIONS =
FROM-END = ARC-PORT.OBJECT-ID

TO-END = UNITS-ITEM c UNITS-DEFINITION-TABLE.DATA
ARC-STRUCTURE = nil

DVAR: The decision variable mapping ties the coefficient to a
particular decision variable.

The DVAR.MEMBERS is limited to exactly

one ARC of the type LP-VAR-MAP-ARC.

The LP-VAR-MAP-ARC that connects

to it must connect at the FROM-END.

The LP-VAR-MAP-ARC is defined as

follows:

TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = LP-VAR-MAP-ARC
PARENT-TYPES = MAP-ARC
CONTEXT-RESTRICTIONS =
FROM-END = ARC-PORT.OBJECT-ID

TO-END = NODE-SET.MEMBERi.ATTRIBUTE-SET.MEMBERj
c VAR-SET-ECR-SCHEMA
ARC-STRUCTURE.TYPE-ID = FLAG
FLAG-STATE = ("dvar", "rvar", "cf-unb", "rhs-unb")

The LP-VAR-MAP-ARC ties a particular decision variable, unbound
coefficient, unbound right hand side or repeat variable to an
attribute within a table contained in the VAR-SETS-ECR-SCHEMA.

LP-CONSTS: This is a SET of LP-CONSTRAINT objectS.
be displayed in a list-like form.

Constraints can
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LP-CONSTRAINT: A LP-CONSTRAINT is a name, C-NAME a set of 0 or more
constraint terms, CON-TERMS, + operator, OPERATOR, + exactly 1 right
hand side element, RHS.

TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = LP-CONSTRAINT
PARENT-TYPES = OBJECT
INSTANCE-STRUCTURE-TEMPLATE =
C-NAME

: STRING8

CON-TERMS

:

SET

OPERATOR

:

FLAG

RHS

:

COEF

CONTEXT-RESTRICTIONS =
CON-TERMS = SET

1

MEMBER-TYPES = (LP-TERM)

OPERATOR.FLAG-STATE E ( =, >, <)

CON-TERMS is a set of items of the type LP-TERM.
been previously defined.
to =, >, or <.

LP-TERM has

An operator, OP, is a flag that is limited

A right hand side, RHS, is of type COEF with no

further restrictions.
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LP-BOUND: LP-BOUNDS is a set of 0 or more pairs of upper, HI, and
lower, LO, bounds on a decision variable, DVAR.

TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = LP-BOUND
PARENT-TYPES = OBJECT
INSTANCE-STRUCTURE-TEMPLATE =
DVAR : ARC-PORT
HI

: COEF

LO

: COEF

CONTEXT-RESTRICTIONS =
HI.+.FLAG-STATE E ( +}

LO.+.FLAG-STATE E
DVAR1

MEMBER-TYPES = (LP-VAR-MAP-ARC}
'MEMBERS

= 1

(cardinality 1)
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LP-BASIC
(OBJECT-ID

)

(OBJECT-TYPE

f--LP-CONSTS

0

LP-CONSTRAINT

LP-BASIC

C-NAME

(

MIN-MAX

rpLP-BOUNDS
LP-BOUND

(DVAR-MAP)

)
HI

[

C+

( VAL-LAB )

( CF-VAL )
( CF-LAB )
(UNITS-MA)

LO

(

1

( VAL-LAB )
OPERATOR
RHS

[

(

+

1

)

( CF-VAL )
( CF-LAB )
(UNITS -MAP)

( VAL-LAB )

( CF-VAL )
( CF-LAB )
(UNITS -MAP)

Figure 21 : Graphic Representation of an LP-BASIC object
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5.2.3 LP-REPEAT

An LP-REPEAT object consists of an NODE-NAME to locally identify
that object, a REPEAT variable that is used to determine the number
of times the "to" object is repeated, information about indexes and
defaults, and a restriction that there can be exactly one "to".

TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = LP-REPEAT
PARENT-TYPES = OBJECT
INSTANCE-STRUCTURE-TEMPLATE =
RVAR-MAP : ARC-PORT
INDEX

: ARC-PORT

CSAME?

:

FLAG

VSAME?

:

FLAG

SVARS

: SET

CONTEXT-RESTRICTIONS =
CSAME?.FLAG-STATE E {coefs -same, coefs-different)

VSAME?.FLAG-STATE E {shared, unique}
RVAR-MAPS

MEMBER-TYPES = {LP-VAR-MAP-ARC}
'MEMBERS' = 1

(cardinality 1)

INDEX

MEMBER-TYPES = {LP-VAR-MAP-ARC}
'MEMBERS' < 1

(optional)

SVARS1

MEMBER-TYPES = (VAR-SET-PAIRS)

A repeat variable is mapped to a set which will determine how
many times the child object is to be repeated.
is represented by the RVAR-MAP.

This repeat variable
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The INDEX ARC-PORT is a mapping to an ATTRIBUTE used to
determine the order of the repeated items.

The CSAME? flag is the default for determining if corresponding
coefficients in each repetition of the sub-object are the same for
all repetitions or if unique values must be obtained for each
repetition.

The VSAME? flag is the default for determining if corresponding
decision variables in each repetition of the sub-object are the same
or shared for all repetitions or if unique decision variables must be
used for each repetition.

The SVAR SET is a set of shared variables.
has two fields.

Each item in the SET

The first field shows the shared variable.

The

second field shows the corresponding variable in the next period.

Variables that are the same for all periods would have the same item
in both fields.

TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = VAR-SET-PAIRS
PARENT-TYPES = OBJECT
INSTANCE-STRUCTURE-TEMPLATE =
PERIOD1-VARIABLE: ARC-PORT
PERIOD2-VARIABLE: ARC-PORT
CONTEXT-RESTRICTIONS =
PERIOD1-VARIABLES
MEMBER-TYPES = {LP- VAR MAP -ARC)

!MEMBERS' = 1

(cardinality 1)

PERIOD2-VARIABLEI

MEMBER-TYPES = (LP-VAR-MAP-ARC)
'MEMBERS' = 1

(cardinality 1)
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5.2.4 LP-GROUP

An LP-GROUP object is used to organize the model into
understandable parts.

This type of object groups and integrates

different sub-objects into a unified whole.

In this object, the

primary model integration tasks accomplished are:

to show how the variables used in the various sub-objects are
related to each other; and
to show how the objective function is to be integrated.

An LP-GROUP object is:

TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = LP-GROUP
PARENT-TYPES = OBJECT
INSTANCE-STRUCTURE-TEMPLATE =
MIN-MAX : FLAG

The sub-objects of a LP-GROUP object are identified by the arcs
in the DAG.

An LP-GROUP object can have any number of children.
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5.3 ECR-MODEL and ECR-SCHEMA

An ECR-MODEL is a DAG in which the NODEs are either ENTITYNODEs, CATEGORY-NODEs, or RELATIONSHIP-NODEs.
SUBSET-ARCs or PARTICIPANT-ARCs.

The ARCs are either

The restrictions on how the arcs

can be connected are included in the definitions of the NODEs and
ARCs.

TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = ECR-MODEL
PARENT-TYPES = DAG
CONTEXT-RESTRICTIONS =

NODE-SET

1

MEMBER-TYPES =

(ENTITY-NODE, CATEGORY-NODE, RELATIONSHIP-NODE)

ARC-SET

1

MEMBER-TYPES =

(SUBSET-ARC, PARTICIPANT-ARC)

An ECR-SCHEMA is an ECR-MODEL without any TABLE-DATA.

An ECR-

SCHEMA is both an ECR-MODEL and a TABLE-SCHEMA and, thus, inherits
the restrictions of both.

TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = ECR-SCHEMA
PARENT-TYPES = ECR-MODEL and TABLE-SCHEMA

A TABLE is like a relation in a database.
object it has an OBJECT-ID and an OBJECT-TYPE.
has an ATTRIBUTE-SET.
ATTRIBUTEs.
table data.

Because a TABLE is an
In addition, a TABLE

The ATTRIBUTE-SET is a SET whose members are

The TABLE-DATA is a pointer to the object containing the
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TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = TABLE
PARENT-TYPES = OBJECT
INSTANCE-STRUCTURE-TEMPLATE =

ATTRIBUTE-SET : SET
TABLE-DATA

: OBJECT-ID

CONTEXT-RESTRICTIONS =

ATTRIBUTE-SET

1

MEMBER-TYPES = (ATTRIBUTE+)

The TABLE-SCHEMA is the definition of the structure of a TABLE
without any data.

A TABLE-SCHEMA is used in the VAR-SET-ECR-SCHEMA

(Section 5.7).

TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = TABLE-SCHEMA
PARENT-TYPES = TABLE
CONTEXT-RESTRICTIONS =
TABLE-DATA = nil

An ATTRIBUTE represents a field in a TABLE that has a NAME to
identify it to the user and an ATTRIBUTE-DATA-TYPE for determining
what storage must be allocated for the data to be associated with
that attribute.

The definitions for sub-categories of ATTRIBUTE have

additional fields.

The OWNER-TABLE the attribute is associated with

is represented by the OBJECT-ID in the TABLE field.

TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = ATTRIBUTE
PARENT-TYPES = OBJECT
INSTANCE-STRUCTURE-TEMPLATE =
NAME

: STRING

ATTRIBUTE-DATA-TYPE : TYPE-ID
OWNER-TABLE

: TABLE+
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5.3.1 TABLE-NODE

A TABLE-NODE represents a TABLE.

The NODE-STRUCTURE is

restricted to TABLE type objectS.

TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = TABLE-NODE
PARENT-TYPES = NODE
CONTEXT-RESTRICTIONS =
NODE STRUCTURE. OBJECT -TYPE = TABLE+

5.3.2 ENTITY-NODE

An ENTITY-NODE is displayed as a rectangle.
connected at the FROM-END to an ENTITY-NODE.

A SUBSET-ARC can be

A PARTICIPANT-ARC can

be connected at the TO-END to an ENTITY-NODE.

TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = ENTITY-NODE
PARENT-TYPES = TABLE-NODE
CONTEXT-RESTRICTIONS =
FR-PORT

1

TO-PORT

1

MEMBER-TYPES = (SUBSET-ARC)
MEMBER-TYPES = (PARTICIPANT-ARC)
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5.3.3 CATEGORY-NODE

An CATEGORY-NODE is displayed as an elongated hexagon.

A

SUBSET-ARC can be connected at the FROM-END or the TO-END to a
CATEGORY-NODE and a PARTICIPANT-ARC can be connected at the TO-END to
an CATEGORY-NODE.

TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = CATEGORY-NODE
PARENT-TYPES = TABLE-NODE
CONTEXT-RESTRICTIONS =
FR-PORT

TO-PORT

1

MEMBER-TYPES = (SUBSET-ARC)

1

MEMBER-TYPES = (SUBSET-ARC, PARTICIPANT-ARC)

5.3.4 RELATIONSHIP-NODE

An RELATIONSHIP-NODE is displayed as a diamond.

A PARTICIPANT-

ARC can be connected at the FROM-END to an RELATIONSHIP-NODE.

TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = RELATIONSHIP-NODE
PARENT-TYPES = TABLE-NODE
CONTEXT-RESTRICTIONS =
FR-PORT

1

MEMBER-TYPES = (PARTICIPANT-ARC)

ITO-PORT.MEMBERS1 = 0

(cardinality 0)
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5.3.4 SUBSET-ARC

The SUBSET-ARC represents a set-subset relationship.

The

elements of the set represented by the object at the TO-END are a
subset or category of the elements of the set represented by the
object at the FROM-END.

For a particular SUBSET-ARC the key fields

represent the mapping function parameters.

TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = SUBSET-ARC
PARENT-TYPE = MAPPING-FUNCTION-ARC
CONTEXT-RESTRICTIONS =

FROM-END.OBJECT-TYPE = ENTITY or CATEGORY
TO-END.OBJECT-TYPE

= CATEGORY

5.3.5 PARTICIPANT-ARC

The second type of arc used in an ECR-SCHEMA represents
participation in a relationship.

The table represented by the

ENTITY-NODE or CATEGORY-NODE at the TO-END of the PARTICIPANT-ARC
participates in the table represented by the RELATIONSHIP-NODE at the
FROM-END.

TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = PARTICIPANT-ARC
PARENT-TYPE = MAPPING-FUNCTION-ARC
CONTEXT-RESTRICTIONS =
FROM-END.OBJECT-TYPE = RELATIONSHIP

TO-END.OBJECT-TYPE

= ENTITY or CATEGORY
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5.4 VAR-SETS-ECR-SCHEMA

The VAR-SETS-ECR represents the variable sets used to define a
LP-MODEL which is the starting place for developing the DATA-IN-ECRSCHEMA.

The TABLEs associated with the nodes of the VAR-SET-ECR are

all a special type of TABLE-SCHEMA developed specifically for this
purpose, VAR-SET-TABLE-SCHEMAs.

TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = VAR-SETS-ECR-SCHEMA
PARENT-TYPES - ECR-SCHEMA
CONTEXT-RESTRICTIONS =
NODE-SET

1

for each MEMBER

E

MEMBERS

NODE-STRUCTURE.OBJECT-TYPE = VAR-SET-TABLE-SCHEMA

5.4.1 VAR-SET-TABLE-SCHEMA

A VAR-SET-TABLE-SCHEMA is simply a TABLE-SCHEMA for which the
members are all VAR-SET-ATTRIBUTEs.

The VAR-SET-ATTRIBUTE is

interrelated with the LP-MODEL through the LP-MODEL-MAP and with the
UNITS-SET with the UNITS-MAP.

TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = VAR-SET-TABLE-SCHEMA
PARENT-TYPES = TABLE-SCHEMA
INSTANCE-STRUCTURE-TEMPLATE =
SINGLE-SET

:

FLAG

CONTEXT-RESTRICTIONS =
ATTRIBUTE-SET

1

MEMBER-TYPES = (VAR-SET-ATTRIBUTE)

SINGLE-SET.FLAG-STATE E ("singleton", "set")
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5.4.2 VAR-SET-ATTRIBUTE

A VAR-SET-ATTRIBUTE has the fields of an ATTRIBUTE (NAME,
ATTRIBUTE-DATA-TYPE, and TABLE) and additional fields for the ROLEFLAG, UNITS-MAP, and LP-MODEL-MAP.

The ROLE-FLAG tells what this

attribute has been associated with in the LP-MODEL.

A VAR-SET-

ATTRIBUTE can be associated with more than one item in the LP-MODEL
but they must be of the same type.

For example, a particular VAR-

SET-ATTRIBUTE could be associated with a coefficient in the objective
function and a coefficient in a constraint but could not then be used
for a repeat variable.

The UNITS-MAP associates the VAR-SET-ATTRIBUTE with one item in
the UNITS TABLE and is restricted to exactly one member.

The LP-

MODEL-MAP includes one or more associations with items in the LPMODEL.

TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = VAR-SET-ATTRIBUTE
PARENT-TYPES = ATTRIBUTE
INSTANCE-STRUCTURE-TEMPLATE =
ROLE-FLAG

:

UNITS-MAP

: ARC-PORT

FLAG

LP-MODEL-MAP : ARC-PORT
CONTEXT-RESTRICTIONS =
ROLE-FLAG.FLAG-STATE

Crvar", "dvar", "coef", "rhs", "bound")
IUNITS-MAP.MEMBERSI = 1

(cardinality 1)

UNITS-MAP.MEMBER-TYPES = (UNITS-MAP-ARC)

UNITS-MAP.MEMBER1.FROM-END = SELF
LP-MODEL-MAP.MEMBER-TYPES = (LP-VAR-MAP-ARC)
LP-MODEL-MAP.MEMBERi.FROM-END = SELF

LP-MODEL-MAP.MEMBERi.TO-END c LP-MODEL
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5.5 DATA-IN-ECR-SCHEMA

The DATA-IN-ECR-SCHEMA is exported by the HELM program to
acquire the data necessary to complete the model.
SCHEMA is a directed-acyclic graph.

A DATA-IN-ECR-

The structure of a DATA-IN-ECR-

SCHEMA is similar to a VAR-SETS-ECR-SCHEMA.

Additional information

exists about relation attributes in a DATA-IN-ECR-SCHEMA and more
relationships are likely to be included in any given DATA-IN-ECRSCHEMA than in the VAR-SETS-ECR-SCHEMA, for that individual model.

As with the VAR-SETS-ECR-SCHEMA the DATA-IN-ECR-SCHEMA consists of a
set of nodes and a set of arcs.

TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = DATA-IN-ECR-SCHEMA
PARENT-TYPES = ECR-SCHEMA
CONTEXT-RESTRICTIONS =
NODE-SET

1

for each MEMBER e MEMBERS

NODE-STRUCTURE.OBJECT-TYPE = DATA-IN-TABLE-SCHEMA

5.5.1 DATA-IN-TABLE

The attribute set of an entity or a category consists of one or
more key attributes, K, and a set of zero or more non-key attributes,
T.

The attribute set of a relationship has one "from" key attribute

for each entity or category that is connected to the relationship,

plus a relationship key if any decision variables or rows are defined
on that relationship.

The relationship key is used for collecting

the codes to be used for the M.P.S.-format specification of the
model, which requires eight-character codes.
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TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = DATA-IN-TABLE
PARENT-TYPES = TABLE
INSTANCE-STRUCTURE-TEMPLATE =
SINGLE-SET : FLAG

CONTEXT-RESTRICTIONS =

ATTRIBUTE-SET

1

MEMBER-TYPES = (M-ECR-ATTRIBUTE)

SINGLE-SET.FLAG-STATE E ("singleton", "set")

Table 3 shows a summary of restrictions on how the various items
from the LP-MODEL can be associated with tables that are singleton
tables versus set tables.

Table

3

: Defined Variable Definitions as Singleton vs Sets

Decision Variables
Coefficients
REPEAT Variables
Right Hand Sides
Bounds

Singleton
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Set
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

The DATA-IN-TABLE-SCHEMA is a DATA-IN-TABLE without any data.

TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = DATA-IN-TABLE-SCHEMA
PARENT-TYPES = TABLE-SCHEMA and DATA-IN-TABLE
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5.5.2 M-ECR-ATTRIBUTE

ATTRIBUTE-SET represents the attributes associated with the
TABLE.

For internal processing, the attribute set is stored with the

object.

When the ECR database specification is stored, the

attributes for all objects are stored in a common file, allowing the
database schema to be stored as a series of relations.

The fields in
Not

the M-ECR-ATTRIBUTE match those needed for the M-ECR program.
all of the fields are used by HELM at this time.
NAME is for the attribute name.
is a part of the key.

KEY-FLAG indicates if the field

KEY-KIND indicates if the key is a simple (one

attribute) or a combined (multiple attribute) key.

INDEXED-FLAG

indicates if the relation is to be indexed on that field or not.

LENGTH is to store the number of characters that should be
allowed for storage and display of that field.

The integer,

"DECIMALS", applies only to numeric fields and indicates the number
of decimal places for display of a number.

TYPE represents the basic

types of fields that can be used in an ECR attribute.

The prototype

implementation of M-ECR allows: string, numeric, date, and logical.

Only string and numeric field types are used in HELM ECR-SCHEMAs.
The LEGAL-VALS field is to allow range restrictions on the data
values for that field.

The REF field is to allow reference or

explanation information to be stored.
UNITS, OTHER1, and OTHER2 contain information about the data.
UNITS represents the units of measure for the field.
this field will only apply to numeric fields.

In general,

OTHER1 and OTHER2 are

unspecified meta-information fields that are ECR application
specific.
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TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = M-ECR-ATTRIBUTE
PARENT-TYPES = ATTRIBUTE
INSTANCE-STRUCTURE-TEMPLATE =
KEY-FLAG

:

FLAG

KEY-KIND-FLAG : FLAG
INDEX-FLAG

:

FLAG

LENGTH

:

NUMERIC

DECIMALS

:

NUMERIC

LEGAL-VALS

:

STRING

REF

: STRING

UNITS

:

OTHER1

: STRING

OTHER2

:

STRING

STRING

CONTEXT-RESTRICTIONS =

KEY-FLAG.FLAG-STATE E ("in-key", "not-in-key")
KEY-KIND-FLAG.FLAG-STATE e ("simple", "combined")
INDEX-FLAG.FLAG-STATE E ("indexed", "not-indexed")
LENGTH < 256

DECIMALS < 99

ATTRIBUTE-DATA-TYPE E
(STRING, NUMERIC, DATE, LOGICAL)17

17 Fields NAME, ATTRIBUTE-DATA-TYPE, and OWNER-TABLE are
inherited from the definition of the parent type ATTRIBUTE.
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Table

4 : DATA-IN-TABLE Field Definitions

DVAR & RVAR
Field Name

COEF, BOUNDS
& RHS

T ev
Field Value

Field Value

NAME

ATTRIBUTE.NAME

ATTRIBUTE.NAME

KEY-FLAG

"YES"

"NO"

KEY-KIND-FLAG

"simple"

undefined

INDEX-FLAG

"YES"

"NO"

LENGTH

"8"

"11"

DECIMALS

undefined

TYPE

"STRING"

"NUMERIC"

REF

undefined

undefined

LEGAL-VALUES

undefined

undefined

UNITS

Units

Units

OTHER1

undefined

undefined

OTHER2

undefined

undefined

Ti

2

A key attribute is an identifier for the relation of type
string.

The Field-Size is set to 8 characters because that is the

maximum allowed by M.P.S. format for column and row identifiers.
relationship table with combined keys is also possible.

A
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5.6 DATA-OUT-TABLE Schema

The DATA-OUT-TABLE has seven columns.

The DATA-OUT-TABLE is

based on M.P.S. format converted to table form, with items that can
be represented indirectly by sets as well as individually.

TYPE-DEFINITION:

TYPE-ID = DATA-OUT-TABLE
PARENT-TYPES = TABLE
CONTEXT-RESTRICTIONS =
ATTRIBUTE-SET =
(SECTION, FIELD 1, FIELD 2, FIELD 3, FIELD 4, SET)

The Section field is used to designate the section in the M.P.S.
format file in which the item belongs.
Field 1

is used to identify:

if the objective function is to be minimized (N) or maximized
(X), in the "ROWS" section for the entry representing the
objective function;

if the operator for a constraint is an "=" (E), "<" (L) or ">"
(G), in the "ROWS" section for entries representing constraints;
or

if a bound is an upper bound (UP) or a lower bound (LO), for
items marked as belonging in the "BOUNDS" section.
Field 2 is used as:

the row identifier for items marked as belonging in the "ROWS"
section;

the column identifier for items marked as belonging in the
"COLUMNS" section;

"RHS" for items marked as belonging in the "RHS" section; and
"BNDSET" for items marked as belonging in the "BOUNDS" section.
Field 3 is:
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not used for items marked as belonging in the "ROWS" section;

used as the row identifier for items marked as belonging in the
"COLUMNS" or the "RHS" sections; and

used as the column identifier for items marked as belonging in
the "BOUNDS" section.
Field 4 is:

not used for items marked as belonging in the "ROWS" section;
used for the coefficient value for items marked as belonging in
the "COLUMNS" section;

used for the right hand side value for items marked as belonging
in the "RHS" section; and

used for the bound value for items marked as belonging in the
"BOUNDS" section.

The SET field is used for designating the repeat set for items
representing sets of individual items.
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Table

NAME

KEY-FLAG
KEY-KIND-FLAG
INDEX-FLAG

5

: DATA-OUT-TABLE Field Definitions

Section

Field 1

"SECTION"

"Field 1"

I

"FIELD 2"
or
"FIELD 3"
or
"FIELD 4"
or
"SET"
"YES"

"YES"

"YES"

"combined"

"combined"

"combined"

"YES"

SIZE

Others

"NO"

"NO"

"2"

"50"

DECIMALS

undefined

undefined

undefined

TYPE

"STRING"

"STRING"

"STRING"

REF

undefined

undefined

undefined

LEGAL-VALUES

undefined

undefined

undefined

UNITS

undefined

undefined

undefined

OTHER1

undefined

undefined

undefined

OTHER2

undefined

undefined

undefined

I_

1
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Chapter 6: Concluding Remarks

6.1 Contributions of This Study

The contributions of this research are:

combination of an algebraic modeling language with a
hierarchical model structure;

combination of an algebraic modeling language with a semantic
data model that includes categories;
schema directed data acquisition;
a syntax directed editor; and
a graphic interface.

These contributions are discussed in terms of the related
disciplines, computer science and operations research.

6.1.1 Contributions to Computer Science

From a computer science perspective, the HELM system applied
graphic representation techniques to a domain traditionally
represented with a textual interface.

A new modeling language was

developed for linear programming with techniques that can be applied
in a wide variety of other modeling domains.

Algorithms were

developed for automatically creating activity specific (ie. the DATAIN-ECR) representations of the relevant portions of the model

specification that can be used as examples for generalizing the
techniques.

Both general methods for model integration and those

specific to linear programming were developed.

This study has demonstrated a new process for model organization
and model integration.

The HELM system demonstrates the feasibility

of a modeling language that allows the modeler to determine what is
model schema and what is case specific model data.

In addition, HELM

demonstrates new ways of integrating models of both similar and
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Hierarchical model organization techniques are shown

diverse types.

to be feasible with the HELM system.

HELM specifically addresses two of the areas for further work
mentioned by Geoffrion [1987].

HELM provides input forms and an

error checking that together form a syntax-directed editor [Geoffrion
1987, 581-582].

Writing HELM models is significantly easier than is

possible with a straight textual interface.

The use of a graphic

interface for much of the modeling process [Geoffrion 1987, 582] is
an important contribution of HELM.

The HELM system would integrate well with both the JADE system
proposed by Magel and Shapiro [1987] and with the model
conceptualization system proposed by Hidding [1987].

The separation

of schema and data allows HELM models to be integrated with other
modeling techniques.

The HELM model could either be the primary

model with other modeling techniques used to determine the
appropriate input values, or the secondary model with the output from
a HELM model solution becoming the input for another primary model.

A HELM model specifies the data that are needed to complete an
instance but it does not dictate how that data are to be acquired.

6.1.2 Contributions to Operations Research

From the operations research perspective, this study developed a
new row oriented modeling language environment for linear
programming.

This environment represents an improvement over

previous linear programming modeling languages in its graphical

algebraic interface and new methods for repetition of major blocks of
a model over a specified set and the related model integration
techniques.

HELM extends the modeling language approach established by
Fourer [1978] by allowing the modeler to hierarchically organize the
model and to graphically view that hierarchical organization while
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using a modeling language for the basic model specification.

For

large models this environment is a significant improvement.

6.2 Limitations

An obvious difficulty with a computer science project of this
The types of meaningful

scope is that it takes years to implement.

tests of comparative usefulness that can be applied are quite limited
in the early phases of development.

This work was informally

reviewed during the design phase by modeling practitioners.
suggestions were incorporated into the implementation.

Their

The system

was tested with an example provided by the modeling practitioners who
then reviewed the resulting model schema.18

The results of the

review were favorable.

The parts of the system that have been fully implemented work
for the most part as expected.

Needed improvements to the user

interface that were observed while using the first prototype are
currently being incorporated into the system.

The functionality of

the model viewing window is being expanded to include direct
manipulation of the model.

In the second prototype the model viewing

window has become the model building window.

Excessive "window

hopping" present in the first prototype is being reduced in the
second prototype.

An additional method for viewing the model

structure as a tableau is being added to the system.
For the limited test cases attempted thus far, a meaningful
model schema has been produced for each.

Thus, the system in its

present form is operational and contributes to the modeling process

18 The test case and specific results of the review are not
included in this dissertation because a nondisclosure
agreement was required by the modeling practitioners in order
to secure their cooperation.
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for linear programming problems that can be hierarchically
decomposed.

The question of whether the system scales up is more difficult
and can be broken into two parts based on how scale is to be
measured.

Scale can be viewed as sheer size (e.g. number of decision

variables, constraints, or both in a resulting model).
measure of size then the system clearly scales up.

Given this

Models of any

size can be generated from a simple schema because decision variables
and repeat variables need not be bound in the model schema.
Another possible measure of scale is complexity.

The complexity

can be measured by the number of non-zero coefficients in a resulting
model or by the number of nodes in the LP-MODEL graph.
measure is ideal.

Neither

Based on the limited testing done thus far it

appears that the system scales up well for problems that can be
clearly decomposed hierarchically.

It is not clear that the system

will scale up for problems that cannot be meaningfully decomposed
hierarchically.

6.3 Future Research Directions

This study lays the foundation for further research in a variety
of directions including: generalizing the modeling methodology,
applying the modeling methodology to other specific modeling domains,

developing further the model integration techniques, and adding
functionality to the linear programming environment.

6.3.1 Generalized Methodology

As the HELM system developed, general modeling techniques began
to emerge.

The usefulness of a directed-acyclic graph in a visually

oriented environment as a "view" of an underlying model was noted.
Developing mechanisms for having multiple "views" of the same model
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from different perspectives or different degrees of detail is being
explored.

Having multiple views is important from two perspectives.

One

perspective is that even on large screen computers only a very small
part of a complex system can be on the screen at any given time.

Allowing different degrees of detail would improve the usefulness of
using graphic images for representing complex models.

The other perspective is that the appropriateness of a
particular view is task dependent.

Allowing generalized, directed-

acyclic graph views from different perspectives to be created
automatically would enhance the usefulness of the technique.

The next logical step is to generalize the methodology developed
for linear programming to include a broader class of constraint-based
mathematical optimization techniques that include discrete variables
or nonlinear expressions.

The first step in this process is to

parameterize and generalize the graphic windows developed for HELM so
that new "views" can be defined without manually developing a great
deal of additional computer code.

6.3.2 Apply the Methodology to New Modeling Domains

The modeling techniques developed in HELM have been applied to
both database schema design and liner programming model schema
design.

Application of these graphic techniques to other diverse

domains such as visual programming [Shu 1988] from a variety of
perspectives (e.g. data-structure definition, data-structure use,

variable initialization and change, procedure definitions, procedure
calls etc.) is another direction for future work.
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6.3.3 Model Integration

Several forms of model integration were developed within the
HELM system.

Additional forms of model integration that should be

explored include database to database integration.

Database to

database integration would include not only database combination and
reformulation but also developing a language for using one database
as a source of information for acquiring the attribute values needed
for another database and for expressing both inter- and intradatabase restrictions and implications (e.g. expressing the value of
an attribute as a table lookup in another database or expressing that
a particular relationship between two entities is a cartesian product
of those entities).

These features are useful in the data-

acquisition parts of the HELM system.

Additional methods of model integration within the HELM schema
language need to be developed and implemented for expressing the
concepts of shared variables.

The current implementation allows only

very simple expressions of shared variables.

Some methods have been

developed but have not yet been implemented.

Additional methods for

graphically representing this information need to be developed and
implemented.

6.3.4 Additional Functionality

A number of features would add functionality to the HELM
modeling environment.

These include:

an intelligent unit conversion module,

additional syntactic and semantic support for formulating models
and debugging the model schema, and

expanded facilities for report generation and interpretation of
results.
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An intelligent procedure to handle unit conversion is useful.

The problem of simple linear conversions is trivial but a number of
interesting issues exist that are not trivial.

For example, the non-

transitivity of conversions for common time measurements (e.g. there
are seven days in a week and fifty two weeks in a year but there are
not seven times fifty-two days in a year).

Situation specific

conversions (e.g. some interest calculations use a 360 day year for
calculating partial year interest) also exist.

In addition, the

extremely interesting problem of dimensional shifts in measurements
(e.g. volume of veneer in plywood manufacture is expressed as a
surface measurement with the third dimension implied by the type or
thickness of the veneer).

Several forms of additional syntactic and semantic support
should be added to the HELM system.

For example, greater flexibility

is needed in the forms allowed for expressing the model schema.

The

HELM system is currently row oriented and has only one basic form for
constraints.

Syntax and automatic conversion methods need to be

developed for additional row oriented forms of constraints (e.g.
proportional constraints).

In addition, methods for representing and

integrating partial constraints (column oriented representation)
within HELM is a research area.

Knowledge-based semantic and

syntactic support for model formulation in a variety of domains could
be developed.

Some limited work has already been done with syntax

[Murphy and Stohr 1985, 1986] and in the manufacturing domain

[Binbasioglu 1986], and [Krishnan 1989] but a great deal of work
along those lines is still needed.

The entire areas of interpretation of results and report
generation within the HELM system are still to be developed.

A

number of opportunities exist for research regarding new forms of
sensitivity analysis made possible by using the additional semantic
information stored as part of the model schema.

Research should be

explored regarding the application of automatic report generation
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techniques developed for use with expert systems [McKell and Jenkins
1988] and situation specific automatic report generation for linear
programming.

6.3.5 Developing Expert Systems for Semantic Support

A number of expert systems could be developed to enhance
semantic support for modelers including:

an expert system for a particular area to check the semantic
correctness of models defined in the HELM modeling language for
that domain or to guide the model building process for that
domain,

a general expert system to guide the building of models with the
modeling language and to check for general syntactic and
semantic correctness, and
natural language data entry assistance features.

6.3.6 Exploiting Information for Parallelization

The HELM form of the model schema contains a great deal of
semantic and syntactic information that could be used for developing
more efficient ways to parallelize a linear programming algorithm
[Choi and Lewis 1988], [Wu and Lewis 1988].

Additional research is

needed to determine how to exploit this structural information for
parallelization of the linear programming algorithm.
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Appendix A: Combining Expert Systems and Linear Programming

Expert Linear Programming Applications

At present, few systems exist that combine linear programming
and expert system techniques.

The following discussion is a survey

of some of the combined systems.

FOLIO

[Cohen and Lieberman 1985], [Waterman 1986]

Folio is an expert system designed for use by portfolio managers
to help determine the portfolio of securities that best meets the
client's needs.

Folio uses rule-based forward chaining to determine

client's needs from information provided by the client in an
interview.

Folio then uses goal programming to determine the optimum

portfolio to meet the client's needs.
Goal programming [Thierauf, Klekamp and Ruwe 1985] is a special
approach to linear programming.
approach.

Folio uses the weighted goal

Goals have target values and are given numbers that

represent their relative importance with more important goals given
larger numbers.

Importance factors for being over a target value and

importance factors for being under a target value may not be the
same.

The sum of the absolute value of the deviation from the target

times the appropriate importance factor for each goal is minimized.
FOLIO groups securities into nine categories and maintains
information on an aggregate basis about the securities in each group.

The categories include dividend-oriented, commodity-sensitive, lowrisk stocks, municipal bonds, and others.

FOLIO's recommendations

are limited to percentage by category of the portfolio.

This program

is an example of integrating expert system techniques into the runplanning aspect of linear programming.

The system represents a model

for a class of linear programming problems (portfolio management).
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Expert system techniques are being used to determine the appropriate
matrix to solve for an individual investor.

EDAAS

[Feinstein and Siems 1985]

EDAAS (Expert Disclosure Analysis and Avoidance System) is an
expert system used by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for
deciding what information about the manufacture and distribution of
toxic chemicals should be released to the public.

The Toxic

Substance Control Act (TSCA) requires companies to supply the
government with information about the manufacture, storage,

transportation, and use of over sixty thousand chemical substances.
Under the TSCA some of this information can be classified as
"Confidential Business Information" (CBI) by the company submitting
the information.

Federal nondisclosure laws prevent EPA from

disclosing industry supplied CBI to the public.

On the other hand,

the EPA is required to supply information in response to requests
under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) unless prevented from
doing so by federal nondisclosure laws.

Determining what legally constitutes CBI is a fairly
straightforward rule-based process.

Prevention of direct release of

this information is handled by traditional security procedures.

The

exceptionally difficult decision is to determine if combinations of
information not individually CBI can too closely approximate
protected CBI.

The program is implemented in FORTRAN using production rules to
represent and process the knowledge in the regulations regarding
information disclosure.

In addition, this program uses a constraint

propagation inference engine (a modified linear programming
algorithm) to determine if information being requested under the FOIA
can be used to "too closely" estimate information classified as CBI.
If requested information results in close estimates, then the
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information cannot be released because it would constitute indirect
release of protected CBI.

TIMBER HARVEST SCHEDULE [Hokans 1984]

This program is used for timber harvest management to schedule
the timing and location of planting and harvesting activities.

Timber stands are aggregated into homogeneous classes based on
activities that can be applied to them, the response to these
activities, and the cost of applying the activities.
within a class are generally not contiguous.

Timber stands

The linear programming

formulation uses land class management activities as decision
variables with both operational and resource constraints.

Some applicable constraints cannot be expressed with this
formulation.

For example, spatial constraints involving the size of

opening created by clear cutting cannot be expressed because the
aggregation of timber stands into classes causes the identity of
individual stands to be lost.

The portion of the program involving

spatial constraints is done with an expert system using a georeferenced database map image of the land.

The land area is divided

into cells.

The system acquired some of its knowledge in a learning phase.

An expert made selections and recorded those selections in the georeferenced database.

The expert's choices, combined with variables

identified by the expert as important, were then used as data for
estimating discriminant function parameters.

A random selection of

cells was taken; cells selected for cutting and cells not selected
for cutting were used to develop the discriminant function.

The

latter is then used to calculate the probability that a given cell in
the geo-referenced database is in the selected group.

The choice of areas to be harvested is made by a Monte Carlo
selection process.

Cells are randomly selected one at a time from
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the geo-referenced database. The probability of selection is
calculated using the discriminant function.

The probability
If

calculated is then compared to a random number between 0 and 1.

the probability is greater than the random number, the cell is
included in the group potentially to be harvested.

Another check is

made to see if adding this cell to the group to be harvested will
violate the rules regarding size of clearcuts.

If no rules are

violated, the cell is added to the group of cells to be harvested.
The system is making choices previously made by human experts,
and so from a functional view it would qualify as an expert system.

However, the techniques being used are not primarily rule-based
expert system techniques, thus from a structural view it might not be
considered an expert system.

The program is implemented as a FORTRAN program and runs on an
IBM 370/158 computer.

ETHEL

[Varela-Alverez 1986]

This program is considered an expert system by the functional
but not the structural definition of expert systems.

The program is

used by farmers to determine the optimal feed mix for their dairy
cows.

The program queries the user about the relevant physiological

attributes of the animals, minimum level of milk production desired,
the feeds available, and the current prices of feeds.

The specified

information is combined with information contained in the program
about the nutritional content of the feeds chosen and the nutritional

needs for the desired level of milk production of animals with the
physiological attributes given and used to build a linear programming
matrix.

The optimal mix is found by the simplex method.

The program

also includes expert information for explaining infeasible problems
and to suggest solutions.
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The system in its current form does not use expert systems
techniques.

The expert information about the nutritional needs of

groups of animals is embedded in the PASCAL code.

The expert

information about the nutritional content of various feeds is
provided in the form of a table.

The control structure is also

embedded in the PASCAL code.

Matrix Generator Based Programs

Experts in linear programming, such as Decision Dynamics, have
for years been using matrix generators to develop programs that can
be used to solve a range of related linear programming problems.
Their programs don't qualify as expert systems by the structural
definition.

If a purely functional definition is used, their
A

programs are on the edge of programs considered expert systems.

matrix generator is a specialized computer programming language.
user specifies the problem in a pre-matrix form.

The

These forms

typically refer to rows and columns of the linear program.

Forms of

a particular type are specified, as is how the data on that form
should be included in the linear programming matrix by row and column
using loops, assignments, transfers of control, etc.

The model is

only indirectly specified by the aggregation of all the specified
forms and functions.
approach.

The approach is basically an outside to inside

[Fourer 1983] [Witzgall and McClain 1985]

The expert knowledge is stored in matrix generation function
definitions and in the table definitions used by the matrix
generator.

The nonexpert user can make changes in table values and

thereby change the coefficients used by the linear program.

In

addition, items can be added to or deleted from the tables allowing
for a wider variety of changes (e.g. adding a new product).

Switches

for changing the flow of control are included for changing time
periods, facilities, etc. to be considered.

Within the narrow
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domain, the systems will provide a well-formed linear programming
model to be run.

Linear Programming Development Methods

Some programs are already available or under construction that
use expert systems techniques for large-scale linear programming
application generation or analysis.

A survey of these systems

follows.

LPFORM

[Murphy and Stohr 1986], [Murphy and Stohr 1985]

Researchers at NYU are working on a system called LPFORM that
allows the user to use graphical rather than algebraic problem
formulation.

One of the primary objectives of the system is to

automate some of the record keeping involved in developing linear
programming models.

Problems are classified as to type (e.g.

transportation, product-mix, blending) and the system has expertise
relating to the structure of these types of models and how to combine
these models into more complex models.

Pieces of a model are specified by the designer, then the system
combines these pieces to create statements to be used by a matrix
generator.

Redundancies are ignored and omissions recognized by the

system generate a query to the user.

The system uses a decomposition

approach, relying on structural information rather than domain
information to assist the model builder.

The system is primarily

intended to support linear programming experts in building very large
systems.
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Manufacturing Domain System

[Binbasioglu and Jarke 1986]

Researchers at NYU are currently working on an expert system to
guide the run-planning aspect of linear programming for
manufacturing.

They intend to implement the system in PROLOG and use

frames with inheritance for object representation.

This system will

use LPFORM as a base.

The researchers' goal is to eliminate the linear programming
expert and have the manager define the problem to be solved with the
assistance of their program.

Manufacturing is an extremely large

domain, so a system that covers that entire domain would have to be
either very large or able to make only very general recommendations.

PERUSE/ANALYZE

[Greenberg 1983], [Greenberg et al 1986]

PERUSE and ANALYZE are companion computer-assisted analysis
programs to be used with large scale linear programming models that
are written in FORTRAN.

These programs are used after a linear

programming model has been run with a conventional matrix generation,
optimization, and report writing system.
purposes.
model.

These programs have several

They are used to audit and analyze the linear programming

This function provides statistics on the model such as number

of free, null, singleton, and effective rows; fixed, null, singleton
and effective columns; their average effective lengths; number of
nonzeros in the body and in the rim; density and super density; and
distinct magnitudes.

In addition to statistical analysis, these programs provide
extensions to traditional sensitivity analysis.

These functions

include factor analysis for examining possible changes and flow paths
for tracing causality; the latter being especially useful for tracing
infeasibility.

Other features include model simplification through

substructure elimination and netform identification.
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Expert Linear Programming Tools for Microcomputers

Many linear programming programs are available for
microcomputers and several expert-system shell programs are also
available.

One program that combines some expertise with linear

programming is "What's Best."

WHAT'S BEST

What's Best works with spreadsheet programs for converting
planning models expressed in spreadsheet form to models that can be
The

solved with linear programming to find the best solution.

intended users for this product are end users who are also domain
experts.

Summary of Uses of Expert Systems with Linear Programming

Several areas of the linear programming process can be
incorporated into expert systems techniques. [Greenberg 1985], [Wang
and Roach 1984], [Turban and Watkins 1986], [King 1986], [Assad and
Golden 1986], and [O'Keefe 1986].

These include appropriate model

selection, general model design, specialized model design, run
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planning19,

run efficiency, analysis of results, model debugging,

refining results, and end user training.

Using expert systems techniques for model design can improve the
developmental efficiency for linear programming applications. [Murphy
and Stohr 1986]

Expert system technology can be used to guide the

design, building, and debugging of the model. [Greenberg et al 1986]
Another place where expert systems would be of help with
developmental efficiency would be in end-user training.
are spent teaching the end user to use the system.

Many hours

Some of this

training could be incorporated into an expert system, thereby
lowering the per-user time for training.

An expert system could be provided to assist the end user in
deciding what problem is an appropriate choice for solution.

The

system could act as a guide for deciding when too much uncertainty
exists to do a single run so that multiple runs are required. To some
degree, an expert system could also check information provided by the
user for reasonableness.

Expert system techniques could be used for interpreting the
results of the linear programming engine and presenting those results
to the end user in a comprehensible fashion.

[Greenberg 1983]

For

19 The terms general and specialized model design are used here
to refer to the process of designing a model for a class of
related linear programming problems rather than for a single
Creating the matrix for a single
linear programming problem.
linear programming problem within a class will be referred to
For example, feed mixing for livestock
as run planning.
Feed mixing for dairy
would be considered a general model.
cows would be considered a specific model. An individual
farmer would provide the information for run planning (eg.
feed prices, weights of cows etc.). This example is not
intended to imply that only three layers are appropriate,
only that there are levels of commonality that can be
specified hierarchically.
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example, an expert system could determine what should be emphasized
in the reports presented to the end user.

Another way expert system techniques could be combined with
linear programming applications is using heuristics for guiding the
With the

actual linear programming algorithm to increase the speed.

simplex method, for instance, an expert system could help choose a
starting point reasonably close to the solution.

Expert system techniques could be used for storing and
processing domain-specific expert knowledge about a group of
potential linear programming problems for run-planning purposes.

For

example, expert system techniques could be used with a dataindependent modeling language, data acquisition and verification
rules, and matrix-building functions to create the actual M.P.S. form
matrix to be used with the linear programming engine.
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Appendix B: History and Technical Discussion of Linear Programming

Description of Linear Programming

Allocating limited resources among competing activities in an
optimal manner is a problem that arises naturally in a number of
situations.

Linear programming is a method of maximizing benefit or

minimizing cost in situations with limited resources and competing
activities.

What is to be maximized or minimized must be expressible
This formula is called the

as a linear formula of several variables.
objective function.

Restrictions that must be met and resources that

are available are combined to form the constraints.

Constraints are

also expressed as linear formulas.

The canonical form of a linear programming model can be
expressed as:
n

Minimize z(x) =

>

Objective Function

cj xj

j=1

n

Subject to

E a ij xj
j=1

and

x.

and

bi > 0

J

> 0

=

bi

i

=

1 to m

Constraints

j = 1 to n

Sign Restrictions
on the variables.

= 1 to m

Sign Restrictions
on the right hand

i

sides.
and

there exists within the constraints a unit matrix of order m
[Murty 40-41].
When the problem has been properly formulated as a matrix for

using a linear programming model, several methods are available for
finding a solution.

The easiest method is called the simplex method.
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Others include modified simplex, the ellipsoid method, and the new
Karmarkar [1984] algorithm.

History of Linear Programming Algorithms

Four decades ago, in 1947, Dr. George Dantzig published his
first paper on an algorithmic method for solving constrained linear
optimization problems called the simplex method [Llewellyn 1964].

Dr. Dantzig developed the simplex method during World War II to help
solve the considerable logistical problems associated with the
optimal deployment of people, supplies, and equipment.

Dr. Dantzig

found an algorithmic method for solving linear programming problems
but he was not the first to formulate such problems.

Similar problems were of interest in both mathematics and
economics for many years before a method of finding a solution
existed.

The conceptual development of linear programming was done

before World War II by the soviet mathematician, A. N. Kolmogorov
[Render and Stair 1985].

In economics, Leontief input-output models
The

are considered a special class of linear programming models.

transportation problem was formulated independently in 1941 and 1942
by Hitchcock [Hitchcock 1941] and Kantorovich,2° respectively
[Gellert et al 1977].
[Gellert et al

In 1941, Cornfield and in 1945, Stigler

1977] formulated the diet problem, which is still a

major area of application.

After World War II ended, the simplex method was put to use in
industry to solve a wide variety of problems, including
transportation, blending, resource allocation, and others.

The use

of the method for large scale problems was made possible by the

20 Kantorovich had published an earlier paper on related topics
in 1939. This paper dealt with production planning.
[Kantorovich 1939]
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concurrent development and use of electronic computers.

In 1954,

Lemke [Gellert et al 1977] developed the dual simplex method.

In

1960, Dantzig and Wolfe developed a method for decomposing the total
problem into subproblems for solution.

By 1963, using this method,

problems with 2 million variables and 32 thousand constraints had
been solved [Gellert et al 1977].

Unfortunately, not all linear programming problems can be
decomposed.

As a practical limit, fifteen to twenty thousand

constraints can be processed with the simplex method without using
excessive computer time.

In worst case situations, the simplex

method requires exponential time to run.

For most real world

problems the performance of the algorithm is much better.

The simplex method works by moving from one vertex to an adjacent
vertex along the surface of the polytope described by the linear
programming problem.
limit the search.

The method uses the assumptions of the model to

Because of the linearity restriction, a local

maximum is guaranteed to be a global maximum.21

Thus, moving to an

adjacent vertex that improves the solution, an optimal solution is
found if one exists.

If no adjacent vertex is better than the

current vertex, a global maximum has been found.

In 1979, L. G. Hacijan [Hooker 1986] published an ellipsoid
method for solving linear programming problems.

Although the method

has a polynomial worst case running time, it is of theoretical
interest only.

Unfortunately, the calculations must be done with

such precision that for typical problems the actual running time is
much greater than it is for the simplex method.
In 1984, AT&T announced the Karmarkar algorithm [Karmarkar 1984]

[Gay, Karmarkar, and Ramakishnan 1986] and [Hooker 1986] for solving

For
21 Linear programming is a subclass of convex programming.
convex programming problems, a local maximum is guaranteed to
[Williams 1985]
be a global maximum.
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linear programming problems.

The Karmarkar algorithm has a

polynomial running time in the worst case.

The new algorithm does

not move along the surface of the polytope, but through its middle.

Each step or iteration takes many more calculations than a single
step of the simplex method because the polytope must be transformed
so that the current position is at the center of the polytope.

The

direction to move is clearly indicated by the direction of the
steepest ascent or descent.

The increase in speed is gained because

many fewer iterations are necessary to find a solution.

In practical

tests, the Karmarkar algorithm can outperform the simplex algorithm
even on relatively small problems and the difference is even greater
on large problems.

Sensitivity Analysis

Sensitivity analysis is used to test the results of the linear
programming algorithm.
are used.

Several basic types of sensitivity analysis

One analysis tests how sensitive the solution is to

changes in the coefficients of the objective function.

Another

analysis tests how sensitive the solution is to changes in the right
hand side values of the constraints.

Sensitivity of the solution to

addition of constraints or variables to the problem can also be
tested.
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Appendix C: Standard M.P.S. Format

Standard M.P.S. format [IBM 1976] is a form of sparse matrix
representation specialized for linear programming.

M.P.S. format is

an 80 column position dependent field format with section headers
because it was originally used with cards.

Some of the constructs

used in M.P.S. format follow.

Identifiers

Identifiers are 8 or fewer alphanumeric characters.

Identifiers

are used for the data header name, column names, and row names.

Data Header

The data header identifies the file.

Entry Format:
Position:
1

15

Contents:
NAME
Name Identifier
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Rows Section

The row section contains the identifier for the objective
function and whether it is to be minimized or maximized.

The row

section also contains the non-bounds constraint identifiers and
whether the relationship is a greater than or equal to, less than or
equal to, or equal relationship.

Section Header Line: ROWS
Entry Format:

Position: Length:
2

1

5

8

Contents:
Sign or Min/Max Code
Minimize
N
X
Maximize
Greater Than or Equal To
G
Less Than or Equal To
L
Equal To
E
Row Identifier
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Columns Section

The column section contains the nonzero matrix coefficients for
the objective function and for the nonbounds constraints.

Section Header Line: COLUMNS
Entry Format:
Position:
5

Length:
8

15
25

12

40
50

8
12

8

Contents:
Column Identifier
Row Identifier
Nonzero Coefficient Value
Row Identifier (Same Column Used)
Nonzero Coefficient Value

Right Hand Side Section

The right hand side section contains the nonzero right hand side
values and the associated row identifiers.

Section Header Line: RHS
Entry Format:
Position:

Length:

5

3

15

8
12

25

Contents:
RHS
Row Identifier
Nonzero right hand side value
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Bounds Section

The bounds section contains the upper and lower bounds
specifications for the variables.

The lower bound for a variable is

assumed to be zero if not specified.

The upper bound for a variable

is assumed to be nonbounded if not specified.

Section Header Line: BOUNDS
Entry Format:
Position:

Length:

2

2

5

6

15
25

8
12

End of Data Marker

Trailer Line: ENDATA

Contents:
Upper or Lower Bound Code
Upper Bound
UP
Lower Bound
LO
BNDSET
Variable identifier
Nonzero bounds
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Example of M.P.S. Format
NAME
ROWS
OBJ
BALSCR1
E
BALNEW1
E
BALSCR2
E
BALNEW2
E
BALSCR3
E
BALNEW3
L
CAP1
L
CAP2
L
CAP3
COLUMNS
XLOW1
XLOW1
XMED1
XMED1
XHIH1
XHIH1
XLOW2
XLOW2
XMED2
XMED2
XHIH2
XHIH2
XLOW3
XLOW3
XMED3
XMED3
XHIH3
XHIH3
SSCR1
SNEW1
SSCR2
SNEW2
SNEW2
SSCR3
SSCR3
SNEW3
SNEW3
SSCR4
SNEW4
RHS
RHSIDE
RHSIDE
BOUNDS

[Fourer 1983 p.180]

SAMPLE

N
E

UP MAXSTOCK
UP MAXSTOCK
ENDATA

BALSCR1
CAP1
BALSCR1
CAP1
BALSCR1
CAP1
BALSCR2
CAP2
BALSCR2
CAP2
BALSCR2
CAP2
BALSCR3
CAP3
BALSCR3
CAP3
BALSCR3
CAP3
BALSCRI
BALNEW1
OBJ
BALNEW1
OBJ
BALSCR2
OBJ
BALNEW2
OBJ
BALSCR3
BALNEW3

5.000000
1.000000
3.000000
1.000000
1.000000
1.000000
5.000000
1.000000
3.000000
1.000000
1.000000
1.000000
5.000000
1.000000
3.000000
1.000000
1.000000
1.000000
-1.000000
-1.000000
-.500000
1.000000
-2.000000
1.000000
-.500000
1.000000
-2.000000
1.000000
1.000000

BALNEW1
OBJ
BALNEW1
OBJ
BALNEW1
OBJ
BALNEW2
OBJ
BALNEW2
OBJ
BALNEW2
OBJ
BALNEW3
OBJ
BALNEW3
OBJ
BALNEW3
OBJ
OBJ
OBJ

1.000000
25.000000
2.000000
50.000000
3.000000
75.000000
1.000000
20.000000
2.000000
50.000000
3.000000
80.000000
1.000000
10.000000
2.000000
50.000000
3.000000
100.000000
-.500000
-2.000000

BALNEW2

-1.000000

BALSCR3

-1.000000

BALNEW3

-1.000000

OBJ
OBJ

15.000000
25.000000

CAP1
CAP3

40.000000
40.000000

CAP2

40.000000

SSCR1
SNEW1

400.000000
275.000000
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Appendix D: Modeling Languages and Matrix Generators

What is a Matrix Generator?

A matrix generator is a special-purpose, procedural programming
The programmer must specify both what must be done and how

language.

it is be done.

The output of a matrix generation program is the
The

coefficient matrix of a specific linear programming problem.
input for a matrix generation program is a group of tables.

The

program specifies how the information from the tables is to be
translated from the tables to the matrix form.

Disadvantages of Matrix Generators

Fourer [Fourer 1983] discusses several drawbacks of matrix
generators.

The general drawbacks he discusses are the lack of

verifiability, modifiability, documentability, independence, and
simplicity.

Verifying the model to be solved is a task that is intrinsic to
the modeling process.

When a matrix generator is used, the

conceptual model must be validated and the matrix generation program
must be debugged.

When an error is encountered, to determine if the

error is a modeling error or an error in the matrix generation
program is difficult.

This process can be both time consuming and

expensive.

When changes in the environment make modification necessary, the
matrix generation program must be modified.

Modifying the program

introduces the possibility of adding new bugs to the program.

The

possibility of new bugs means that debugging the matrix generation
program becomes an ongoing problem.

When a matrix generator is used, extensive documentation is
needed.

How the model is represented by the program must be
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documented.

The logic and control of the matrix generation program

must also be documented.

In addition, documentation of how the model

represents reality is needed.

Fourer argues that matrix generators are too involved with the
M.P.S. form.

This involvement ties the matrix generator to a

specific algorithm form rather than linear programming modeler's
form.

He also indicates that adding another form of the matrix

complicates the process.

Fourer discusses several specific problems with existing matrix
generation programs [Fourer 1983].

These include problems with data

representation, naming of components, ordering of coefficients, and
representation of special constraints.

Matrix generators mix general description information for tables
with instance-specific values, and there are severe restrictions on
the types of tables that can be used.

Matrix generators have

accepted the naming conventions of the M.P.S. format which means that
indexing is difficult.

Dealing with the naming conventions is also

left to the modeler, adding unnecessary difficulty to the modeler's
task.

Matrix generators may restrict the order in which the

information can be presented.
required.

Typically, columnwise presentation is

In some cases, rowwise presentation is required.

In

either case, these presentations create an unnecessary restriction
because sorting can easily be accomplished by a computer.
Constraints must also be grouped.

For example, bounds are usually

specified separately from other constraints.

Again, grouping of

constraints complicates the task of the modeler.

The specific problems discussed by Fourer are the result of the
matrix generation programming languages tying their input form too
closely to the M.P.S. output form.

These difficulties can be avoided

by not tying the input format to M.P.S. but rather by converting to
that format in a separate process.
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Linear Programming Modeling Languages

A linear programming modeling language expresses a linear
programming model in much the same way as a modeler does.

Fourer

gives the following two requirements for a modeling language:
It must be pos§lble to express any linear program in
... by use of the modeling language.
It must be possible to create a computer system that
takes any modeling-language LP as input and that
produces a corresponding algorithm's form of LP
output. [Fourer 1983 p.185]

modeler's form"

Examples of Modeling Languages

XML

Fourer describes a prototype of a hypothetical modeling language
XML. [Fourer 1978] Features of XML include:
Indexing expressions such as "OVER" and "FROM TO"

Set expressions for union, intersection and set complement
Logical expressions such as "WHEN"
Arithmetic expressions such as "SIGMA."

22

"Modeler's forms have certain common characteristics. They
are usually symbolic: they represent most of the problem data
They are
by symbols, which are usually mnemonic in nature.
general: they can define an entire class of LPs together,
each particular LP corresponding to some choice of data.
They are concise: they describe an LP nearly as briefly as
possible, in such a way that the description's length is
depends on the complexity of the model rather than the
Finally,
quantity of data or the particular data values.
they are understandable: they present an LP in a form that is
easily read and comprehended by people." [Fourer 1983 p.145]
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XML EXAMPLE

[Fourer 1983 p.176]

SETS
prod
raw

COMMENT:
COMMENT:

set of products
set of raw materials

time

ATTRIBUTES:
COMMENT:

positive integer
number of production periods

max

ATTRIBUTES:
COMMENT:

positive
maximum total unit production per period

a

INDEXING:
ATTRIBUTES:
COMMENT:

OVER raw, OVER prod
nonnegative
a[i,j] is units of raw material i needed
to manufacture one unit of product j

b

INDEXING:
ATTRIBUTES:
COMMENT:

OVER raw
nonnegative
b[i] is max initial stock of raw material

c

INDEXING:
COMMENT:

OVER prod, FROM 1 TO time
c[j,t] is estimated profit per unit of
product j in period t

d

INDEXING:
COMMENT:

OVER raw
d[i] is storage cost per period per unit
of raw material i

f

INDEXING:
COMMENT:

OVER raw
f[i] is estimated remaining value per
unit of raw material i after last period

PARAMETERS
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VARIABLES
x

INDEXING:
ATTRIBUTES:
COMMENT:

OVER prod, FROM 1 TO time
nonnegative
x[i,j] is units of product j manufactured
in period t

s

INDEXING:
ATTRIBUTES:
COMMENT:

OVER raw, FROM 1 TO time+1
nonnegative
s[i,t] is stock of raw material
beginning of period t

i

OBJECTIVE
profit

ATTRIBUTES:
maximize
SPECIFICATION: SIGMA t FROM 1 TO time
(SIGMA j OVER prod (c[j,t]*x[j,t])
-SIGMA i OVER raw (d[i]*s[i,t]))
+SIGMA i OVER raw (f[i] *s[i,T+1])
total over all periods of estimated
COMMENT:
profit less storage cost, plus value of
remaining raw materials after last period

CONSTRAINTS
limit

INDEXING:
t FROM 1 TO time
SPECIFICATION: SIGMA j OVER prod (x[j,t]) <= max
total unit production per period must not
COMMENT:
exceed maximum

init

INDEXING:
i
OVER raw
SPECIFICATION: s[i,1] <= b[i]
stock for period 1 must not exceed
COMMENT:
maximum

bal

i OVER raw, t FROM 1 TO time
INDEXING:
SPECIFICATION: s[i,t+1] = s[i,t]
SIGMA j OVER prod (a[i,j]*x[j,t])
stock for next period equals stock for
COMMENT:
present period less raw material used in
present period
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ULP

Another proposed modeling language is ULP. [Witzgall and McClain
1985] The specification portion has been partially implemented.

Rather than using set expressions, this language allows the user to
specify the input for a linear program in terms of a preexisting
database.

The database consists of multidimensional tables.
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ULP EXAMPLE

[Witzgall and McClain 1985 P.109]

* RANGES
PRODUCTS: LOW,MEDIUM,HIGH;

MATERIALS: SCRAP,NEW;
PERIODS: 'PERIOD '(1-3);
*TABLES
PROFIT(PRODUCTS,PERIODS)

25
50
75

20
50
80

10

50
100;

MAXIMUM PRODUCTION( ): 40;

COMPOSITION(MATERIALS,PRODUCTS): 5

3

1

1

2

3;

STORAGE COST(MATERIALS):

0.5

2.0;

INITIAL STOCK(MATERIALS):

400

275;

REMAINING VALUE(MATERIALS): 15

25

UNKNOWN(X(PRODUCTS,PERIODS),S(MATERIALS,PERIODS),R(MATERIALS))

COMMENT(X(PRODUCTS,PERIODS)=AMOUNT OF PRODUCT TO MANUFACTURE IN
EACH PERIOD)
COMMENT(S(MATERIALS,PERIODS)=STOCK OF RAW MATERIAL AT START OF
EACH PERIOD)
COMMENT(R(MATERIALS)=STOCK OF EACH RAW MATERIAL REMAINING AFTER
LAST PERIOD)
LPMAX(PROFIT(PRODUCTS,PERIODS)*X(PRODUCTS,PERIODS)
-STORAGE COST(MATERIALS)*S(MATERIALS,PERIODS)
+REMAINING VALUE(MATERIALS)*R(MATERIALS))
CONSTRAIN(PERIODS:X(PRODUCTS,PERIODS) <= MAXIMUM PRODUCTION
CONSTRAIN(MATERIALS,NEXT(PERIODS):
S(MATERIALS,NEXT(PERIODS))-S(MATERIALS,PERIODS)
+COMPOSITION(MATERIALS,PRODUCTS)*X(PRODUCTS,PERIODS) = 0)
CONSTRAIN(MATERIALS:
R(MATERIALS)-S(MATERIALS,'PERIOD 3')
+COMPOSITION(MATERIALS,PRODUCTS)*X(PRODUCTS,'PERIOD 3') = 0)

BOUNDS(S(MATERIALS,'PERIOD 1') <= INITIAL STOCK(MATERIALS))
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Appendix E: Choice of Hardware

The user interface for the Macintosh is well suited for this
project for several reasons.

The user interface for the Macintosh is

comparatively user friendly.

The Macintosh uses a windowing
In addition, the

environment with a high degree of user control.

Macintosh has a high degree of uniformity of user interface among
application packages with many icons or pictures.

Uniform user

interfaces mean the user does not have to remember many application
specific commands; usually pointing and dragging with the mouse or
choosing from a menu is all that is required.

These features make
For

Macintosh applications both easy to learn and easy to use.

design problems as complicated as linear programming, having methods
that are easy to use is important.

The issues of size and speed are especially important for this
application area.

While the Macintosh 128 or the Macintosh 512 alone

are not suitable for real world size applications, the Macintosh Plus
and several available enhancement products increase the size and
speed to a level suitable for a range of real world problems.

The Prodigy 4 produced by Levco is a board that clips onto the
Mac's 68000 processor.

The Prodigy 4 uses a 16-megahertz 68020

processor, a 68881 floating-point coprocessor, and 4 megabytes of
RAM.

The Prodigy 4 does about 500,000 Whetstone (a standard

calculation measure) calculations per second compared with 800,000
for the VAX 11/780 with only one user and around 40,000 for the VAX
11/725 with one user.

[Usbijima 1986]

When compared for speed on an

application doing floating-point calculations, the Prodigy 4 was
about twice as fast as the VAX 11/780 with one user and about six
times as fast as the VAX 11/725 with one user. [Usbijima 1986].

The Hyperdrive 2000 produced by General Computer Corporation uses a
12-megahertz 68000 processor that is about one and one half times as
fast as the Macintosh Plus 8-megahertz 68000 processor.

In addition,
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it includes a 68881 numeric coprocessor, an additional 1.5 megabytes
of RAM, and a 20-megabyte hard disk drive.

On tests of a program

that does floating point calculations, the Hyperdrive 2000 ran at a
speed comparable to the Vax 11/780 and outperformed the Vax 11/725.
[Usbijima 1986]

Even the Maccelerator, which is much less expensive

than other available add-ons, performed as well as the VAX 11/725.
Maccelerator uses the National 32081 floating-point coprocessor.

The Macintosh Plus has a megabyte of random access memory and is
expandable to four megabytes of RAM.

The Macintosh Plus alone does

not perform as well as the combinations presented but if Apple offers
a math coprocessor for the Macintosh Plus, its performance should be
in the range of the VAX 11/725. [Usbijima 1986]

Apple Computer has also introduced new models of the Macintosh
that use the 68020 processor and later-generation processors in that
series.

These new models allow the use of a math coprocessor, and

also have provisions for plug-in expansion boards.

The possibility

thus exists for the use of specialized processors or multiprocessors
for linear programming problems while keeping the advantages of the
Macintosh environment.

Because of the range of speeds and prices available for the
Macintosh hardware and add-ons, users with larger applications could
purchase the higher-priced, faster equipment and those with smaller
applications could use a lower priced alternative.

Since the

critical time problem is with the linear programming engine, if
necessary, just that portion of the code could be customized to take
full advantage of the faster processors.
In summary, the Macintosh has four major areas in which it is

well suited for the task of expert, linear programming application
generation.

First, it has a superior user interface that is easy to

learn and use.

Second, with a coprocessor and an improved central

processor currently available, the speed achievable by the Macintosh
is competitive with that of super minicomputers like the VAX 11/780
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which cost much more.

Third, a range of compatible options and

speeds are available so that users with small applications do not
need to pay for the more expensive equipment needed by more intensive
users.

Fourth, many well designed companion products can be used in

conjunction with a linear programming engine and matrix generator.
For these reasons, the Macintosh is well suited for the task.
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Appendix F: Glossary

ARC, a connection between two OBJECTs.

Many different kinds of arcs

are used within HELM.

canonical form, general meaning "the simplest form of something"
[Webster 1986, page 202].
in linear programming.

Canonical form has a very specific meaning

See Appendix D for a complete description.

case specific data, the information that is specific or different for
each problem in the class.

DAG, a DAG is a directed acyclic graph.

DATA-IN-ECR schema, an entity-category-relationship database schema
that represents the case specific data needed to complete the model.

DATA-OUT-TABLE, a table that represents the data that is produced by
combining the model schema information with the case specific data.
These data are then used to create the M.P.S. format file.

decision variables, Decision variables form the columns of an LP
tableau.

A decision variable in HELM can be specified as either a

single or a set.

defined variable set, A set represented by an entity, category or
relationship specified by the modeler.

See also variable set and

implied variable set.

FLAG, A FLAG OBJECT is the current state of an enumerated type.

context restrictions for an object where a FLAG OBJECT is used
contains a specification of the legal states for the FLAG OBJECT.

The
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HELM-MODEL, a HELM-MODEL includes the LP-MODEL and the associated
variable sets and units information.

implied variable set, A relationship is implied by the primary sets
and the model schema specified by the modeler.

if a

For example,

primary set A is used in a basic object and that basic object is then
See

repeated over primary set B there is an implied variable set AB.
also defined variable set and variable set.

instance, A single problem or case with both the class schema and the
case specific data defined.

linear programming engine, a computer program for solving linear
programming problems.

LP-BASIC OBJECT, A basic object is an algebraic representation of a
model schema or portion of a model schema.

LP-GROUP OBJECT, A group object is a collection of two or more
objects that have different structures.

LP-MODEL, An LP-MODEL is the directed acyclic graph portion of the
HELM-MODEL that includes nodes for the LP-BASIC, LP-GROUP, and LPREPEAT objects that represent the schema of the linear programming
model.

LP-REPEAT OBJECT, Repeat model integration repeats a basic or
compound object some number of times.

model conceptualization, Determination of the important factors in a
problem and selecting the appropriate model class. [Hidding 1987]
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model integration, The process by which model parts expressed as
basic objects are combined into compound objects.

See related terms

repeat objects and group objects.

model management, A broad range of activities related to the use of
models including: conceptualization, organization, model building,
model integration, and use.

model schema, also model structure, An abstract representation of the
conceptual structure of a model.

The schema information represents

the structure of the model that is common to a class of related
problems.

model structure, see model schema.

M.P.S. format, a standard, compact form for representing linear
programming data that is very similar to sparse matrix
representation.

See Appendix E for further information.

NODE, A NODE is used in a particular DAG to represent a particular
OBJECT.

The same OBJECT can be represented in different DAGs by

different NODEs.

OBJECT, uniquely identifiable item of a type formally defined in the
object hierarchy.

repeat variables, used by HELM to determine how many copies of an
object are required for a particular case of the model.
defined as part of a repeat object.

They are

See also repeat object.

run planning, also data acquisition, The process of determining the
case specific data (e.g. values for symbolic coefficients) to be used
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with the model schema information to form a complete model instance.

schema, In database the word schema is used to refer to a data
description portion of a database (e.g. conceptual schema).

[Dictionary of Computing, 1986, page 94] See also model schema and
variable set schema.

SET, A set is a collection of OBJECTs of prespecified types.

symbol well, A symbol well is something used to represent an
unlimited supply of a symbol that is used for creating new instances
of the symbol class.

New symbols are dragged from the well.

symbolic values, also unbound, Coefficients, right hand sides, or
bounds represented by a name or symbol rather than a number.

This

means that the actual numeric value is considered by the modeler to
be case specific data.

variables, In the HELM system decision variables, repeat variables,
and symbolic values are all considered variables.

Variables are

either directly or indirectly associated with variable sets.

variable set, Set with which a specific variable is associated.

Defined sets are entities, categories or relationships defined by the
modeler.

Implied variable sets are implied by the defined sets and

the model schema.

Decision variables and repeat variables are

associated with the key of a defined set and symbolic values are
associated with a nonkey attribute of either a defined or an implied
set.

Each set can be thought of as a relation in a relational

database.
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variable set schema, The variable set schema is an abstract
representation of the sets that are used with a model schema.

visual language, A language with a user interface that has a great
deal of graphic representation of items.

visual-algebraic language, A graphic-algebraic language.

A way of

expressing a language that has both graphic and textual-algebraic
methods of expression.

